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A bstract
Let («S)J, 0 <  P < 1, be the Kondratiev-Streit spaces of generalized functions. Let 
/  : [0, T] x  (S)p —> (<S) ,^ be weakly measurable, and satisfy a  growth condition and 
a  Lipschitz condition. Let 9 : [0,T] -> («S) ,^ be weakly measurable and satisfy 
a growth condition. Then it is shown that the white noise integral equation 
X t = 9t + /o f { s , X a)ds,0 < t < T, has a unique solution in (S)p, where the 
integral is a white noise integral in the Pettis or Bochner sense. This result is 
extended to M ",  the Meyer-Yan distribution space.
Some special equations are also solved explicitly. For F  E  L2(R +), let A s =  
S-oo F (s ~  u)dudu, Es =  exp(i4s), and A mg, E ’ be their duals, respectively. The 
equation X t = 8 t + fo A ‘X ads} t E  [0,T], is solved in (S )m or (L2), and the equation 
X, = 9t + Jq EgX ads,t  E  [0,T], is solved in M “, where 6  is as above. Moreover, 
under certain conditions on 0, $  : [0,T] -> (S ) m and a : [0,T]2 -> R , the Volterra 
equation X t = 8 t +  Jq a ( t ,s )$„ o  X„ds,t E  [0,T], is also solved, and its solution is 
in M m, (<S) ,^ or (L2), depending on the growth conditions for 8  and $ . Finally, 
for a  suitable deterministic function f, the white noise partial differential equation
=  A u +  : e^r : ou,u(0,x)  =  f ( x ) , x  E  R E  [0, oo), is solved in M m.
iv
Introduction
Let B(t)  be a Brownian motion. The Ito theory of stochastic integration deals 
with the following stochastic integral and stochastic integral equation:
/ ( / )  =  t  f ( t )d B ( t) ,  (1)
Ja
X t = x +  f  g(s,X„) dB(s) + f  h(st X„) ds , a < t  <b.  (2)
Ja Ja
In equation (1) the stochastic process /  is nonanticipating and almost all of its 
sample paths arc in L2 [a, 6]. In equation (2), the initial condition x  is measurable 
with respect to the c-field T a generated by all B„,s < a. And the coefficients g, 
h: [a., 6] x R  —» R , are assumed to satisfy the Lipschitz and growth conditions 
so that equation (2) has a  unique continuous solution. The solution is a  Markov 
process on [a, b] (see, e.g., [A]).
For anticipating stochastic process / ,  the integral in (1) can not be defined as 
an Ito integral. The white noise integral of the form
[ bd ; f( t )d t , (3)
Ja
which was studied in [HKPS, K2], is an extension of the Ito integral (1) to /  
that may not be nonanticipating. When (3) defines an L2 random variable, the 
integral is called the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. If /  is nonanticipating, and 
/  €  L2 ([a,b] x «S'(R)), then (3) and (1) coincide.
Assume that the initial condition x  in (2) is not measurable with respect to T a- 
Since one usually uses the iteration method to show the existence of a  solution 
of (2), then one may get an anticipating stochastic process g(s,x).  Therefore, for 
such initial condition x , we replace (2) by the following Hitsuda-Skorokhod type 
equation:
X , =  x +  [  dlg(syX s)ds +  f  h (s ,X s)ds. (4)
Ja Ja
l
2The solution is assumed to be an L 2 random variable. Kuo [I<2] has studied
(4) and obtained its L2 solution for special functions g and h, that is, when 
g(s,x) = g i(s)x , and h(s,x)  =  hi(s)x  +  /t2(s), or g{s,x)  =  g2 {s)B(b)x^ and h =  0, 
where g iJ ii  and are deterministic functions, and 7i2 is a  stochastic process. 
For details see Theorems 13.33 and 13.34 in [I<2]. In general, it is very difficult 
to get an L2 solution of (4). Thus we look for a  solution in a  bigger space than 
L2, i.e., a  generalized stochastic process in (S)p,P  €  [0,1), the Kondratiev-Streit 
distribution spaces. Reasonable conditions on g and h have been given in [Kl], 
and since then, Kuo has improved these results in [I<2].
In fact, since we look for a solution which is a  generalized stochastic process, 
we can combine the two integrals in equation (4) together. Moreover, we can 
replace the initial condition x  by a more general function 8 t, and take a =  0 for 
simplicity. Thus we can study the following equation:
X t =  6 t +  f *  f { s , X s) ds , 0 <  t <  T. (5)
Jo
Here the function Q is from [0,T] into (<S)£, the function /  is from [0,T] x (S)p 
into («S)£, and the integral is a  white noise integral. This type of equation is quite 
general for applications. In this dissertation, we give more precise conditions on 
/  than those in [Kl] with the results suitable for («S)jg, and find conditions on 0 
so that equation (5) has a unique solution in When 0 is a  fixed element
in (S)p, equation (5) was also studied by Kuo [I<2] under equivalent conditions 
on / .  We will also extend our discussion to a wider space M *, the Meyer-Yan 
distribution space, since many equations have no solutions in (<S) .^
In this dissertation we will use a  fundamental tool in white noise analysis, 
i.e. the S-transform. We not only use it to prove the existence and uniqueness 
theorems, but also to obtain explicit solutions for some particular equations.
For F  S L2(R +), define A s =  / f 00/ r (s — u)dudu , and Es =  exp(/ls). And let
3.4* and E ‘ be their dual operators, respectively. These operators were studied by 
Oosawa et. al. [OTK] and Hida [H]. It turns out tha t A* is an integral kernel 
operator studied in [HKPS, I<2]. Using S-transform, we can solve the equation
X t = 0t +  [ '  A maX ,d s , 0 <  t < T,
Jo
in (L2) or («S)‘ , and the equation
X t =  9t +  / '  E :X ,d s ,  0 < t < T ,
Jq
in M ’ .
We also consider the following white noise Volterra type equation:
X t = 0t +  /  c(t, s )$ a o X ads, 0 <  t < T,
Jo
where a  is a deterministic function, and 0 ,$  : [0,T] —> («S)£ are generalized 
functions. Under certain conditions on a, 6 , and $ , we can construct its solution 
in M m. When $  =  B8, then the solution is in (5 )“. Thus our result is an extension 
of the case studied by Oksendal and Zhang [0Z] for a  bounded function a. 
Finally we study the following white noise partial differential equation:
(J\L
—  =  A u +  : eBl : ou, u(0 ,x) = f ( x ), x  €  R ", t €  [0, oo).
We show that its solution belongs to M *. A similar equation has been studied by 
Holden et. al. [HL0UZ] by using the functional process approach.
Convention. Throughout this dissertation the phrase “null set” refers to a  subset 
of [0,T] in R  of Lebesgue measure 0.
Chapter 1. W hite N oise Integration in (S)*p
1.1. T h e  K o n d ra tie v -S tre it Spaces
Let <S(R) be the Schwartz space of real-valued rapidly decreasing functions on 
R . Its dual space «S'(R) consists of the tempered distributions. Then we have the 
following Gel’fand triple:
5 (R ) C L2{R ) C S '(R ).
The Hermite function of degree n, 11 >  0, is defined by
(-1 )"  dn
en =  I — ea — e •
\jn\2 ny/n dxn
It is obvious that e„ e  «S(R) for n > 0, and the set {en; n >  0} forms an orthonor­
mal basis for L2(R).
Consider the operator
d2 2 
A = 1 ~ d ^ + X  + 1 ,
which is densely defined on L2(R). Then e„ is an eigenfunction of A, with eigen­
value 271 +  2, i.e. Ae„ =  (2n +  2)e„, for n >  0.
For each p > ^ ,A ~ P is a  Hilbert-Schmidt operator of L2(R) and
o i l )
I t= 0
Define a family of norms on L2(R) by 
\f\p =  W l o  = \
OO
Z ( 2 n  + 2 p<= R .
n=0
Here (’, ’)o is the inner product in L2 (R ), and | • |o the norm of L2(R). Denote 
Sp(R) =  { / e L 2( R ) : | / | p < oo} , p >  0.
4
5Then «SP(R) is a  Hilbert space, and
S ,(R ) C SP(R), V q > p >  0.
Moreover, the Schwartz space «S(R) is the projective limit of the family of the 
Hilbert spaces {<Sp(R );p  >  0}, i.e.
5 <R >= r w v ( R ) .
Let «S_P(R) be the completion of L2(R) with respect to | • |_p. It is easily seen 
that <S_P(R) =  S'p(R) is the dual space of <SP(R) for each p > 0, and <S'(R) is the 
inductive limit of {«Sp(R) : p >  0}, i.e.
•s'(R ) = u p>0s;<R )-
By Minlos’ Theorem, there exists a  standard Gaussian measure p  on «S'(R), such 
that fsuR) e ' ^ p ( d x )  = e- a^°, for £ G <S(R), where (x,£) is the natural pairing 
between «S'(R) and <S(R). Let (L2) =  L2(<S'(R),/z). Here Sc is the complexifica- 
tion of the space S. By the Wiener-Ito decomposition theorem, we have for any
9  e  ( i J)
*>(*) =  E(:*® " /„ S £f(R"),
n=0
where : x &" := S/c=o(2!-)f t k  — l)\\(—l)kx &^n~2k^®Tr®k, and the series converges 
in (L2) norm. Here S  means the symmetrization of the space S. Moreover the 
(L2)-norm of tp is given by
IMIc Z > !l/n|o,
n =0
where | • |o denotes the L2-norm on L2(R n). Define for /? G [0,1), p  >  0
I M U  =  
m - p . - *  =
\ n =0
\
00
E M ' - W
n =0
p>
where |/„ |p =  |04p)®n/n|o, and | / n|_p =  |( / l“p)®n/n|o- Let
(S)nP =  (v> €  {L2) : \\<p\\pJl <  00}.
The space (5)_Pt_0 is defined to be the completion of (L2) with respect to the 
norm || • | |- p,-/j. It is easily seen that (5)_p,_0 — (S)p/}. For any fixed G [0,1), 
we have
( S ) q ,(3 C  («S)Pl/?, V g  >  p  >  0 .
Let (S )/3 be the projective limit of the family of Hilbert spaces {(S)p^ \ p  >  0}, 
i.e.
( s b = r \ > „ ( s w
Its dual space (5)J) is given by
WJ = Up>„(s)^-
When /? =  0, we have (5)o =  (5) and (5)5 =  (5)*, the Hida spaces. Now we have 
the following embedding chain of spaces:
(S)„ C (S) C (I2) C (S)- C (S)J, 0 < / 3 < l .
The S-transform will play a very important role in our study. For f  6  5 C(R), we
define the renormalization : : by setting
00 c® n
. CM) != £ < •  ,8» : t  ). (1.1.2)
11=0 "•
The .following proposition can be found in [K2] (see Theorem 5.7 there).
P r o p o s i t io n  1.1.1 J f f  € 5 C(R), then : e ^  : 6  (S)p, for any P e  [0,1). Moreover 
the following estimate holds:
II: e<-"0 : < 2# bxP[(1 -  Vp> 0, 0  6(0,1).
Therefore for any $  G (<S) ,^ we can define its S-transform by
= «  : e<--« £ €  SC(R), (1.1.3)
where <§;•,* S> is the natural pairing between («S)  ^ and (S)p. For each <p £ (S)p
and $  G (<S)Jj, with the following Wiener-Ito decompositions (see [K2]):
OO
V> /„S S .(R " ), (1.1.4)
n=0
*  =  £ { :  ®“ F „ e £ ( R ”), (1.1.5)
n=0
the following formula holds:
OO
< ^n ./n  >  • (1.1.6)
n=0
Combining (1.1.2), (1.1.3) and (1.1.6) we get
P ro po sitio n  1.1.2 For any $  £  (S)# with the Wiener-Ito decomposition (1.1.5), 
its S-transform is given by
S « ( «  =  f:(F n ,f® "), « € 5 C(R).
11=0
The following three theorems can be found in [HKPS, K2],
THEOREM 1.1.3 Let $  G (<S) .^ Then its S-transform F(£) =  S$(£) satisfies the 
conditions:
(a) For any £, ?/ G «SC(R), the function F(£  +  2?/), z £ C  is an entire function.
(b) There exist nonnegative constants K ,a  and p such that
|F ( 0 | <  J f e x p H f l ,* ] ,  V« €  5 e(R).
Conversely, i f  a function F(£),£  G <SC(R) satisfies the above two conditions, then 
there exists unique $  G {S)p, such that F(£) = S <£(£), for all f  £ S c(R ).
8Theorem 1.1.3 is called the characterization theorem in (5)Jj. A function F(£) 
is called a U-functional, if it satisfies the above conditions (a) and (b).
Given <5, *5 G (S)p, 5 $  and 5*5 are both U-functionals. It is easy to check that 
their product is again a  U-functional, therefore by the characterization theorem, 
there exists a  unique element in (5)jj, denoted by $  o V5 , such that 5(<5 o y&Xf) =
D efin itio n  1.1.4 For $ , *5 G (S)p> $  o  *5 is called the Wick product o f  $  and 
*5.
T heorem  1.1.5 Let F (f) ,£  G S c(R ), be a function on S c(R ) satisfying the 
following conditions:
(a) For any // 6 Sc(R), the function F(£ +  27/), z G C is an entire function.
(b) There exist nonnegative constants K ,a  and p with || A  - i  I s  <  such that
|F ( 0 | <  A V ^'-p, V£<=5C(R).
Then there exists a unique <p G (L2), such that F(£) = Sip(£), for all£ G 5 C(R). 
Moreover
M a < K ( l - 2 a e 2 \\A-’’\\2l ls ) - l .
T heorem  1.1.6 Let <I>„ 6 {S)p and F„(f) =  5 $ „ (0 -  Then converges strongly 
in (S )‘j i f  and only i f  the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) lim ^oo F„(£) exists for each £ G 5 C(R).
(b) There exist nonnegative constants K ,a  and p, independent o f  n, such that
1 ^(0 1  <  K exp[a|£|p^®], Vn €  N ,f  €  5 C(R).
1.2. W h ite  N oise In te g ra ls
In this section we study the white noise integrals in (5)jj in the Bochner sense 
and Pettis sense.
9D efin itio n  1.2.1 A function $  : [0,T] —> (S)p is Bochner integrable i f  i t  satisfies 
the following conditions:
(1 ) $  is weakly measurable.
( 2 )  There exists a constant p  >  0 such that $ (s) G (<S)*i/3 for almost all s G [0,T], 
and the function ||$(’)||_P)_/3 €  /^([O,!?1]).
A function $  : [0, T] -4 (S)p is Pettis integrable i f  i t  satisfies the following 
conditions:
(1 ) $  is weakly measurable.
( 2 )  <£ » G  L‘([0,T]) for each <p G (S )p .
(3) For each t G [0,T], there exists a generalized function in («S)J?, denoted by 
Jq $(s)ds, such that
A  Bochner integrable function is obviously Pettis integrable.
Let /  : [0, T] x {S)p -4  (S )£  satisfy the following conditions:
(Al) (Measurability Condition ) The function s t-4 S f ( s ,  $)(£) is measurable on 
[0, T] for each $  G («S)Jj and £ G «SC(R).
(A2) (Growth Condition ) There exist a  Lebesgue integrable function H (s) ,s  G 
[0,T], and nonnegative constants a and p , such that
for any $  G («S)^,^ G <SC(R), and a.e.s G [0,T].
(A3) (Lipschitz Condition ) There exist a  function L : [0,T] x «SC(R) -4  R +, and
nonnegative constants b and r, such that /0T L(s,£)ds  <  6(1 +  |£ |r“^), and
i5 / ( S,$ ) ( o  - s f ( S, m ) \  < L(S, Q \ s m - s m \
for any £ G <SC(R), G («S)js, and a.e.s G [0,T].
10
Let $  : [0,T] —► (S)p satisfy the following conditions:
(Cl)(M easurability Condition ) The function s S $ s(0  is measurable on [0, T] 
for each £ G «SC(R).
(C2) (Growth Condition ) There exist nonnegative constants ao,po, and a  func­
tion I<o(-) e L l[0 ,T], with K 0 {>)H(-) e  ^[O .T ], and /<T0( W , O  G L l [0,T\ (see 
conditions (A2) and (-43)), such that
\S * s (0 \  < Ko(s) exp[a0| ^ ] ,  (1.2.1)
for all £ G <SC(R), and almost all s G [0,T].
Denote A ;  =  {$ : [0,T] -* (S)p satisfying (C l) and (C2)}.
T heorem  1.2.2 Let $  : [0,T] -> [S)p satisfy conditions (Cl) and (C2), with
H  =  0 and L =  0 in (C2). Then
(a) For any q > po (see (C2)) such that e2( - ^ ) 1_/3||/ l_p||;/5 <  1,
ll< M U -, <  (1 -  «•<>•« S [0,71.
(b) For each t G [0, T], the white noise integral Jq <f>3ds exists in the Bochner sense, 
whose S-transform is given by
S (£  =  £ ( S * . m d s ,  { €  S .(R ).
P r o o f . Conclusion (a) follows from Theorem 8.2 [I<2], and (b) follows from (a)
and Definition 1.2.1. □
Lem m a  1.2.3 I f  f  satisfies conditions (A1-A3), then for each p >  0 and for a.e.
t G [0,T], there exists q > p, with e2 ( j ^ ) 1~f)\\A~p\\'jls  <  1, such that, the function
f ( t ,  •) is continuous from (S )’ # to (S)’^ .
PROOF. Pick any po >  0, any $  6  and any sequence {$„} C
with converges to $  strongly. We need to show that there exists a  Lebesgue
11
null set N, and for each t £ N ,  there exists q > 0 such that f ( t ,  $„) converges to 
/(£, $ ) strongly in («S)’ (3. W ithout loss of generality, we assume that | |^ n <
1 4- for all n. Then by Proposition 1.1.1, we have for all n
|S<MOI ^  2||<M _Wi_ , e x p [ c |^ ]
<  2(1 +  II^H-po,-^) ex p [c |^ |^ ] ,
where c =  (1 — P)2~&  is a  constant. By (A3), there exists a null set JVj, such 
that for each t ^  Ari, and each f  6 <SC(R)
S f ( t ,  « „ )« )  -> S f ( t ,  * )({ ),»  -> OO. (1.2.2)
Moreover by (A2), there exist a null set N 2 , a nonnegative Z^-function H(t),  and 
nonnegative constants a,p  such that for all n, for any t £ N 2 , and any £ 6 «SC(R)
\ S f ( t , * n){t)\ <  H(t)exj>[a\t\fi][l + \S * n(Q\)
<  H(t) exp[a|f|,J- ', ](l +  2(1 +  H^H-po.-zj) e x p [c |^ |^ ])
< («) exp[ci I^ I^ T7],
where Hi(t) =  H (t)(3 +  2 ||$ ||_ POi_/j) is Lebesgue integrable and ci =  c +  a,p i =  
po + p- From this and (1.2.2), we have for all t $  =  N\ U N 2 U { t : H(t)  =  00},
each f  S «SC(R)
|s / ( t ,$ ) ( f ) l  <  f f i( t)a q > [c ,|{ |^ ] . (1.2.3)
Therefore by Theorem 1.2.2, there exist a  null set jV4, and a  nonnegative number 
q, such that for all n and all t ^  N 3 U N 4
ii/(« .* ) ii- ,.-o < m m ,  n / ( t ,* „ ) i i - , , . ()< 2 « i(< ). (1.2.4)
Therefore for all f ^  A(i U All
{ /(« .* ) ,/(« .* » ) .V » } C (S );j,. (1.2.5)
12
For fixed t $ N 3 U N 4, let F„(£) =  S f ( t ,  $„)(£)• Then, it is a  Cauchy sequence 
satisfying the following uniform growth condition:
|F , ( 0 |  <  #1 {t) exp[c,|f|pir®], G «SC(R), n >  0.
By Theorem 1.1.6, there exists a  unique \&( G («S)  ^ such th a t f ( t ,  $ n) -> in 
(»S)  ^ strongly. Therefore we have, for all £ G <SC(R), and almost all t G [0,T]
5 / ( t ,  -> 5 ^ , ( 0 ,  n -> 00. (1.2.6)
From (1.2.2), (1.2.6) and the injectivity of S-transform, we have \I,t =  /(£, $ ) for 
almost all t. G [0,T*]. This implies that /(£ ,$ „ ) -> /(£, 4>) in (5)^ strongly a.e. t. 
Thus /(< ,$ „) -> /(* ,$ )  in (5 ) ')/? strongly, a.e.t. by (1.2.5). □
L em ma 1.2.4 Let f  satisfy conditions (A1-A3) and $  G A / .  Then there exists 
q > 0 such that the function t. h-> f ( t ,  $ t) from [0, T] into (<S)')j3 is Bochner 
integrable. Moreover, the generalized function t /g f ( s ,  $ a)ds is also in A f .
P r o o f .  By combining the growth conditions for f and $  we get for almost all 
t € [0, T], and all f  G S c(R)
|S/(t,®,)K)l < ^(i)exp[alf|r5](l + |S«,(«|)
<  H it)  e x p [a |? |^ ] ( l  +  A'o(t) exp[aQ|f|^T^])
<  / / 2(<)exp[a2|C|w‘J],
where i / 2(t) — H{t) +  H(t)Ko(t) G LI[0,T],a2 =  0 +  ao, and p2 =  P +  Po- 
Thus the generalized function t h> /(£,$*) satisfies condition (C2) with H  — 0 
and L =  0. We show next that it satisfies the measurability condition (C l). If 
=  £ jj=0 $kXBk{t)y where the 4>/.’s are elements in (S)p and the B^.'s are pairwise 
disjoint Lebesgue sets in [0, T], For t G Bk , /(< ,$ /) =  /(£ ,$*), and so /(<,$*) =  
Z 'U X D k( t) f ( t ,$ k ) '  For any £ G S c( R ) , S f ( t , $ t ) (0  =  E Z ooX fl* (W (« ,** )(0 .
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which is a measurable function of t by condition (>11) on / .  For any $  G A{, by 
Theorem 1.2.2, there exists r  >  0 such that
a.e.t.
Thus by the measurability condition (C2) for $  and a  limiting argument we con­
clude that <!>,,£ G [0,T], is weakly measurable. Therefore by Pettis’ Theorem, 
<t»(, t 6 [0,T], is strongly measurable. Then there exists a  sequence of sim­
ple functions converging to in («S)*i/3, a.e.t. By Lemma 1.2.3, for a.e.t. 
there exists q >  0, such that / ( f ,  -4  / ( f ,  4>t)(7i -4  oo), in Therefore
for any £ G «SC(R) we have S / ( t ,$ jn>)(f) -4  S /( t ,  $ t) ( f ) (n  -4  oo) a.e.t. But 
S /( t ,  4>}"*)(£), t G [0,T] is measurable by the first part of the argument, there­
fore S/(t,<I><)(£),t € [0,T], is also measurable. This implies that the generalized 
function t h4 /(f,<I>() satisfies condition (C l). Now by Theorem 1.2.2, there exists 
q >  0, such that / ( t ,$ , )  G (<S)'i/3, a.e.t, and the white noise integral / 0‘ / ( s ,  4>s)ds 
exists in the Bochner sense for each t G [0,T]. This proves the first part of the 
lemma.
For any £ G «Se(R), the function
t H4 S { J ‘ f ( s , $ s)ds)(S) = J ‘ S f ( s , $ a)(t)d8 , t G [0,T]
is absolutely continuous, therefore measurable. Thus t 1-4 /d / ( s ,  $ s)ds satisfies 
(C l). Moreover
\S(Jo'/ ( s ,$ , )d s ) ( ( ) l  =  | j [ ' S f ( s ,0 .) ( ( )d s l  
<  (jf  /f2(s)<(s)exp[a2| { | ^ ]  <  (jf  H2 {s)ds) e x p ^ l f ^ ) .
Thus t h4 /o f ( s \ $ a)ds satisfies (C2) with A'o(s) =  Jq i / 2(s )^s  =  constant. There­
fore t1-4 /J / ( s ,  $ a)ds is in A / ,  and Lemma 1.2.4 is proved. □
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LEMMA 1.2.5 (Gronwall-Bellman inequality) Let m  be a nonnegative measurable 
function on [0, T] such that
m(t) < h(t) + f  g(s)m (s)ds , a.e.t G [0,T],
Jo
where h G Z.°°([0,T*]), g >  0, g G £*([(),T]) and gm  G L 1([0,T ]). Then
m(t) < h(t) +  /  h(s)g(s)ef‘ 9^ du ds a.e.t G [0,T].
Jo
P r o o f . Define
2(*) =  /  g(s)m(s)ds, £G[0 , Tl .Jo
Then z(t) =  g(t)m(t) a.e. and it follows from the assumption that
z{t) -  g{t)z(t) =  g(t){m{t) -  z{t))
< g(t)h(t), a.e.t G [0,T].
By multiplying the integrator exp [ — /q g(s) ds] to both sides of this inequality
and then integrating, we obtain easily that, for almost all t G [0, T ]
*(t) <  / '  g{s)h{s)e^9 lu)duds.Jo
The conclusion follows from this inequality and the assumption. □
1.3. W h ite  N oise In te g ra l E q u a tio n s
Consider the following white noise integral equation:
X t =  8 t +  f  f ( s , X a)ds, t G [0,T], (1.3.1)
J  o
where 0 : [0,T] —> (S)p and /  : [0,T] x (<S)^  -> (S)p are generalized functions, 
and Jq f ( s , X a) ds is the white noise integral in the Bochner or Pettis sense.
D efin itio n  1.3.1 A generalized function X  : [0,T] -> (<S)^  is called a solution 
o f  equation (1.3.1) on [Q,T] i f  it satisfies the following conditions:
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(1) (Measurability Condition ) X  is weakly measurable.
(2) (Integrability Condition ) The function s h-> f ( s , X s) ,s  G [0,T] is Bochner or 
Pettis integrable.
(3) For any ip G {S)p, and a.e.t G [0,T], the following equality holds:
<&Xt,'pyZ>=<9t,<p>+ f  « / ( s , X a) ,v 3 » d s .
Jo
Now we present our existence and uniqueness theorem for equation (1.3.1) in
(S)p-
T heorem  1.3.2 Let f  satisfy conditions (A1)-(A3) and 0 G A / .  Then equation 
(1.3.1) lias a unique solution X  : [0,T] -> (S)p, satisfying condition (C2).
P r o o f . To show uniqueness, let X  : [0,T] -¥ (S)p be another solution o f  (1.3.1). 
Let Ft =  S X t, Ft =  S X t. Then, by (A3) we have for each £ G <SC(R)
l-R(€)- -R(«l < J j s H s ,x , ) - s f ( s , x , ) \ d s
< [ ‘ L(s,()\F ,(()  -  F ,tf)\ds , a.e.te[Q,T}.
J  o
Hence by Gronwall-Bellman ineqality, Ft(£) =  Ft(£) for almost all t G [0,T], 
T hat is, for each fixed f  G «SC(R), there exists a  null set in [0, T] such that 
Ft(£) = Ft{(i) for all t  ^  Nf.  Since «S(R) is separable, there exists a  countable 
sequence {fn}n>i dense in <S(R). Let N q =  U£LxN^n. Then for each t  £  N q 
and n > 1, Ft(£n) =  Ft(£u). By a  limiting argument we have Ft(£) =  F t(£), for 
all t $ No and f  G <S(R). This implies th a t Ft(£) — Ft(£), for all t $ N q and 
f  G <SC(R). By the injectivity of S-transform we get: X t = X t for a.e.t G [0,T], 
thus showing the uniqueness.
In order to show the existence part, we apply the classical iteration method. 
For each t  G [0,T], we define X ^  = 6 t. And for each n =  1,2, • • •, we define x { r>^
inductively:
X i n+l) = Ot + f  f ( s ,X ™ )  ds , t E [0,!T]. (1-3.2)
Jo
Since 0 €  A f ,  by Lemma 1.2.4 and induction, we see that for each n > 0, the white 
noise integral /0‘ / ( s ,X jn))ds, exists in the Bochner sense and {AT^}n>o C A{. 
Let =  S X }n\£ ) ,  for £ E «Sc(R). By combining the growth conditions for
/  and 0, we get a  null set A q, such that for all s Ao, and all f  E «SC(R)
\ S f ( s , 0 t m < K i ( s ) e x P[ a i \ ^ J
where A'j = H( 1 +  K 0) E L^OjT], and a\,p\ are nonnegative constants. Thus we 
get for all s $ A q, and all f  E «SC(R)
\ F l ' \ O - F i 0)<,O\ =1 [ s H s , e . m ) d s \
Jo
<  exp[a,fclpT*] JQ I<1 (s) ds =  c{ exp[ai fclpT*],
where c\ =  Jq I i\(s)ds  is a  nonnegative constant. Note that ci, ai and p\ depend 
only on /  and 0. From (A3) we get a  null set A\,  such that'for all t $ A \ ,  and all
£ 6 SC(R)
|F,'"+ l|(«) -  t f n,(OI
J  0
< f  r . . .  r - ' L(sU(;)L(s2, s ) - L ( s n,o
Jo Jo  Jo
- sup IF,(I)(0  -  F^Q)(^)\dsids2 • • • dsn
s0/to
-  L ( s ^ ) d s ) nc i e x p [ a i \ ^ ]
111 Jo
<  ~y(^(l +  |C |r^  ))"c, exp[aj |£|pT^ ]•
l b *
Hence we have for all t ^  A \ y and all f  E S c(R)
E  IFfn+I,(() -  < o, e x p la .lf l ,*  +  4(1 +  |f|.A )]
11=0 3
<  c2e x p [0 2 ^ |^ ] ,
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where c2 =  c xeb, a2 =  aj + 6  and p2 =  p \ + r .  This means that for all £ G 5 C(R), 
the series E^Lo[^/n+1)(0  — 7r/ n)(£)] +  converges uniformly for £ £  Ai. Denote 
the limit by F(t). Then F /n) converges to F(£) uniformly for t A \.  On the other 
hand, by the growth condition for 0, there exists a  null set <42, such that, for all 
t $ A\ U A2, and all £ G <SC(R)
i t f - ’K) 1 =  1 f / 0,K ) + i :  [ ^ " ( o  -  'p’»m>(€)]i
m=0
< I f f ’KJI +  E  IF<|m+,1(€) -  f f ’ffll
m=0
< 1*50/(£) | +  c2exp[a2|£|pJ"'f]
<  K 0 (t) exp[ao|£|J^] +  c2 exp[a2|£ |^ ]
<  i/i(£)exp[a3|£ |^ ] ,
where H x =  A'0(f)-f c2, a3 =  a2+ a 0 =  ai + 6 + a 0 and p3 =  P2+ P 0 =  P o + r + p i .  
These constants and the function H\ are independent of n. By letting n —> 00, 
we have
|F/(£)| <  #i(£) exp[a3|£|pf'r]. (1.3.3)
We show next that Ft(-) is a  (/-functional for any fixed t $ A\ IM 2. For any fixed 
£ and 77 in <SC(R), each function Fxu\ z ^  +  77), 2 G C is entire for n >  0. Moreover, 
it is easily seen that F /n)(2£ +  77) converges uniformly on any compact subset of 
C to # (* £  +  ?/) (since - I - T h e r e f o r e  the function 
Ft(z£ + 77), 2 G C  is entire. This and inequality (1.3.3) imply that Ft is a  U- 
functional. So by Theorem 1.1.3, there exists X t G («S)jj such tha t S X t =  Ft. Pick 
and fix t £ A\ U A%. Because F /m,(£) converges to F,(£) for each £ G •S’c(R), and 
because F /n) and Ft satisfy uniform growth estimates for all £ G «SC(R), we can 
apply Theorem 1.1.6 to conclude that X}n* converges strongly to X t. Since each 
A (l,) is weakly measurable, so is A'. Thus X  satisfies the measurability condition in 
Definition 1.3.1. Furthermore, since H\ =  Aq +  c2, H \H  is integrable. Combining
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this and (1.3.3) we see that X  satisfies the growth condition (C2). Thus X  G A{. 
This implies that f ( s , X t ) is Bochner integrable by Lemma 1.2.4, thus X  satisfies 
the integrability condition in Definition 1.3.1. In particular, S f ( s , X a) ,s  G [0,T] 
is integrable on [0, T] . By taking the S-transform of both sides of equation (1.3.2) 
we get
F/"+l>({) = F,(0,K) + / '  S/(«,X<">)(f)<fe. (1.3.4)
JO
Now by the Lipschitz condition (A3)
|s/(«,*<”>)«) -S/KX.XOI < £(«,0|s*<">K) -SX«)I,
for all £ and a.e.s. Thus S f { s , X ^ ) ( £ )  converges to S f ( s , X a)(^), for all f  and 
a.e.s. Moreover, for each t G [0,T], and all f  €  <SC(R)
| / ' Sf(s,X<°>)(()ds - [  S f ( s, X , m d s \
JO JO
< f  |s/(», *<">)({) -  S/(S, x.)(0|*
Jo
< [ '  L(s ,0 \SXl '"( t i ) -SX, t f ) \dS
*/0
<  f '  l { s , ( ) d s  sup |F.W - F , |
JO
-> 0,71 -> OO,
since Fju> converges to Fa uniformly for s $ A\.  Thus for all t  G [0,T], and all 
£ G S c(R)
[  S f { s ,X l " ]){S)ds -» f  S f ( s , X 8){Z)ds,n  oo.
JO JO
Therefore, by letting n -> oo in (1.3.4) we get for all £ G «SC(R) and t £ A\
S X t( 0  =  S0((O +  / '  S /(* ,X s)(£) ds. (1.3.5)
Since the white noise integral Jq f ( s , X a)ds exists in the Pettis sense, we have
<£ t  f { s , X s)ds,ip^>= f  <& f { s , X s),<p> ds, V<pe(S)i3 . (1.3.6)
JO JO
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In particular
S ( £ n s , X , ) d s ) ( 0  =  £ s f { 8 ,X .)(S)ds,  Vf €  SC(R). (1.3.7)
Combining (1.3.5) with (1.3.7) we have, for all f  and a.e.t
S X t =  S[0, +  / '  /(« , X.)ds]. (1.3.8)
•/0
Since S-transform is injective, then (1.3.8) implies that for a.e.t
< s ,y „ v > » = « :0 i,¥ > »  +  « ; / * / ( « , x a)ds,<p?*>, \ / tp e (S )p .  (1.3.9)
J 0
Combining (1.3.6) with (1.3.9) we get for a.e.t
<£ X u ip » = « :  Ot,tp »  +  f  «C f ( s , X a),ip »  ds, G («S)/j.
*/0
This implies that, A' satisfies condition (3) in Definition 1.3.1. Thus X  is asolution 
of (1.3.1). This proves the existence part of the theorem. Thus the theorem is 
proved. □
R e m a r k s  (1) Compare this theorem with the existence and uniqueness theorem 
in [I<2] (see Theorem 13.43). We have a  different initial condition, therefore our 
solution satisfies the growth condition (C2) instead of being essential bounded as 
in Theorem 13.43. Moreover, following a  similar argument as in Theorem 2.3.2, 
Chapter 2, we can replace our growth condition by that in Theorem 13.43 to get 
a unique solution X ,  but the function s f ( s , X a) is only Pettis integrable on 
[0, T],
(2) Let / ,  6 . .Y(", and X  be as in Theorem 1.3.2. Then, it follows from the proof of 
the theorem, the growth conditions for f , 6 , and Theorem 1.1.6 that, the integral 
Jo / ( s ,  X a)ds is a  white noise integral in the Bochner sense. Moreover, taking n -» 
oo in equation (1.3.2), we have: x / n) -> X t, and /0‘ f ( s , X ^ ) d s  -> /q f ( s , X a)ds 
strongly in {S)’p.
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1.4. E xam ples
The examples in this section can all be solved in (S )p ,p  G [0,1), except the 
last one, for which we will come back and look for its unique solution in a  wider 
space, i.e., the Meyer-Yan distribution space M *.
Let Sa be the Dirac delta function a t a. The following fact will be used in 
Example 1.4.2, and several times later in this paper.
F a c t  For any e >  0 , there exists p > 0  such that |<S*|-P <  e, for any s.
P r o o f . B y definition o f the norm | • |_ p, we have
=  |.4-*<y§
=  f ) ( 2 n  +  2
n=0
=  ^Z(2n +  2 )~ipej,(s)
n=0
<  E ( 2 "  +  2 )-2>'||e„&
n=0
n=0
The last equality is from formula (21.3.3) in [HP]. For any e >  0, choose 
p — p(e) such th a t X )^ 0(2n +  2)“2pn~ » <  e2. Thus |<5S|_P <  c for any s, and the 
fact is proved. □
E x a m p le  1.4.1 Let B(t)  =  (•, l[o,<)) be a  Brownian motion. Then its k + l-th
derivative is given by:
= (-i)*<-,4*)>, (fc > o). (i.4.i)
t
Consider for t  G [0, T] and k  >  0, the following equation
X t =  1 +  £<*>(<) +  f* B lk+1\ s ) o X ads, t  G [0,T], (1.4.2)
J  0
where o is the Wick product defined in Definition 1.1.4. Denote 6 t =  B ^ ( t ) ,  and 
f ( s , $ ) =  J5^+1^(s)o$, then /  satisfies conditions (A1-A3) for P = 0, and 0 G A f .
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Therefore there exists a  unique solution of (1.4.2) by Theorem 1.3.2. Moreover, 
we claim that the solution is given by
X t =  [1 +  B {k)(0 )]o : eB(k)(0 -B(*Ho) .G (S y  (1 4 3)
To check this claim, we consider k  =  0 and k > 0 separately.
Case 1. k  =  0. In this case, (1.4.2) becomes
Xt  =  1 +  B(t)  +  f  B(s)  o Xgds, t  G [0,T]. (1.4.4)
JO
By taking 5-transform on both sides and denoting S X t(£) =  Ft (£), we get 
fU fl '=  1 + [ ' f ( s ) d s +  I '( ( s )F ,{ Q d s
JO Jo
~ 1+ L«/o
Its solution is given by
Ft( 0  =
therefore the solution of (1.4.4) is given by
X t = : e< '-W  :=: eB(t) : .  (1.4.5)
Since B (0) =  0, we have showed th a t (1.4.3) is the solution of (1.4.2) when k  =  0.
Case 2. k > 0. In this case, we can rewrite (1.4.2) as the following
X ,  = l  +  ( - l ) ‘- ‘(.,J,|1'- 1)>+  ) o X , d s .  (1.4.C)
J 0
Taking S-transform on both sides we get 
F,{ f) =  l  +
*/u
=  1 +  <*,«<*-">+ [ ‘{ S . , ^ ) F , (  Q d a
JO
=  1 + « < * - ' !  ( t ) +  f z m (s)F,(()ds.
Jo
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The solution of the deterministic equation
m )  = i + e “ * 1,(<) +  / V ’M f .K ) * -  (i-4.r)Jo
is given by
F t ( Z )  =  [1 +  • e ( - 1)‘ " , ^ (,I“ , ) - 5ofc" ,) . 0 .  ( i . 4 . 8 )
The right side of (1.4.8) is the S-transform of the right side of (1.4.3). Thus by
injectivity of S-transform, vve conclude that the solution of (1.4.2) is given by
(1.4.3). This completes the proof of the claim.
E x a m p le  1.4.2 Consider the following equation
X t = 9 t + f  : B (s ) 2 : oX ads (1.4.9)Jo
where : B (s ) 2 :=: {',Sa ) 2 := (: -®2 :,5 f2). Denote / ( s ,  4>) =: B (s ) 2 : o<I>, then
=  «2w  s $ ( ( ) .
It is easy to check that f ( s ,  $ ) satisfies conditions (A l — >13) for /? =  0, then by 
Theorem 1.3.2, equation (1.4.9) has a  unique solution X in (S ) m for any Q €  A / .
Let us write the solution explicitely. Let F (t) (£) =  S X t(^), and </(t)(0 =  
SQt(£). Then we have
p ( t m  = « w ( o  + J 0
As a  function of t, F(t)(£) is defined only almost everywhere for any given £, 
therefore it would be meaningless to differentiate it. But if we assume further 
that the function t h* g{t)(£) is differentiable for each given £ €  <SC(R), and if we 
define
G{(() =  9(*)«) +  [  ?(a)F{*)(Qda, ( € |0 ,T ) ,  (1.4.10)
*/o
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then for almost all t €  [0,T],Gf (t) =  F(t)(£) for all f  €  «SC(R). Moreover, for 
each f, the function G^(t) is differentiable and
<?*(*) = 9 ' { m )  + S 2 (t)Gt(t),a.e.t 6  [0,T]. (1.4.11)
We first consider the following differential equation
C?f(!) = e ( t )G ( (t).
Its solution is given by
Gs{t) =
where C  is a  constant. Now write
Gs(t) = C(t)efo?M d‘ , (1.4.12)
and differentiate both sides to get
G\(t) = C'(t)efo <3Wds +  C(t)efo (1.4.13)
Combining (1.4.11), (1.4.12) and (1.4.13) we have
< /(0 (0  =  C'(t)efo?M da.
Solving this and noticing that G^(0) =  C(0) =  <7(0) (f), we get
C ( < ) = f l ( f ) ( ( ) e - ^ 5(s)<,s+  /* g(s)(t){2( s )e - fo t3M duds.
JO
Therefore
GeW = a m )  +  J ‘ 9 ( s ) m H s ) e ^ M J u d s , a . e . t  s  [0,TJ.
Hence for almost all t G [0,T],
m i o  = « w ( o  +  f a ( s m e ( s ) e i : ^ d-ds.J 0
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Since
for large p, the function e/. f 3(u)duf£ g  5 C(R), is a  U-functional. By the charac­
terization theorem in (5)*, there exists a  unique element €  (<S)*, such that 
S ^ s , t(£) — ef‘ ^ ^ du, for all f  G 5 C(R). Thus the solution of equation (1.4.9) is 
given by
■Xt =  Ot +  f l e8o : B (s ) 2 : oVs>tds, t  G [0, T].
J o
The following example has a  solution in (S)p for (3 =  1 —
E x a m p le  1.4.3 For n >  3, consider the following equation:
X t =  Qt +  t  : B{s)n : o X ads, (1.4.14)
J o
where : B (s )n :=: {',8a)n := (: -®" :,6 f n).
Denote / ( s ,$ )  =: B (s)n : 0$ . Then, S /( s ,  <&)(£) =  £n(s),S<I>(£). It is easily 
seen that f ( s ,  4>) satisfies conditions {A\ — A3) for /? =  1 — j[. Then by Theorem
1.3.2, equation (1.4.14) has a  unique solution X in («S)j_z for any 6  G -4/.
n
Similar to Example 1.4.2, we have the following explicit expression for the 
solution:
X t = 0 t+  f e ao : B (s)n : o ^ J d a  G (5 );_ a ,
JO n
where 4 /^  6  («S)*_2 whose S-transform is given by S ^ t ( 0  =  e^‘ tn^ du, for all
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ee«S c(R).
The analogue of the finite dimensional Dirac’s delta function in the white noise 
distribution theory is the Kubo-Yokoi delta function 8 X1 defined by
<  Sx,(p > =  f  (p(y)dSx(y) =  <p(x), <p G (S),
J$'c{ K)
where 8X is the delta measure on iS'(R) at x . Since continuous versions of test 
functions are assumed (see Chapter 6 in [K2]), so that ip(x) is meaningful. By
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equation (6.16) in [I<2], the linear functional 8 X is continuous on («S) and so 5X G 
(S)* for each x  G 5 '(R ).
E x a m p le  1.4.4 Consider the following equation
r t  _
Xi  — 1 +  f  8s, o X ads, t G [0,T], 
Jo
where 8 s, is the Kubo-Yokoi delta function 8X a t x  =  8 a for s G [0,T].
By Theorem 7.8 in [I<2], the Kubo-Yokoi delta function 8X a t x  G <S'(R) has 
the following Wiener-Ito decomposition
f :  (1-4.15)
n= 0  U'
Its S-transform is given by
S(S,)(() =  { S SC(R). (1.4.16)
Let / ( $ ,$ )  =  8s, o $ .  Then by (1.4.16) we get
S /(s ,4 » )(0  =  e*(s>-i<«>S$(£).
It is easily seen that f does not satisfy the Lipschitz condition in Theorem 1.3.2. 
In fact, we will see that the equation has a unique solution in M m instead of (S)p 
(see Example 2.3.3 below for details).
Chapter 2. W hite N oise Integration in M *
2.1. T h e  M eyer-Y an  Spaces
Example 1.4.4 is one of many equations th a t can not be solved in the spaces 
(£)/?> 0 < P < 1. Therefore we need to look for solutions in a larger space. 
The spaces M  and M .' were first introduced by Meyer and Yan in [MY1, MY2]. 
Recently, Kondratiev and Streit [I<S] have reconstructed the Meyer-Yan spaces 
of test functionals and distributions in a  different way, and have developed a 
systematic theory for these spaces.
Recall th a t any <p € (L2) has Wiener-Ito decomposition given by:
</> =  £ < :  *®n / „ e ^ ( R n).
n=0
For p,q > 0, define the following norms on (L2):
IMI«„ = N
£ ( n ! ) 2 2 - " i |/n|2, (2.1.1)
n= 0
\
£ 2 " . |F „ | l p. (2.1.2)
n=0
Let
•Hv? =  e  (L2) : M U * , <  oo}, (2.1.3)
M - p - q =  {The completion of (L2) with respect to || • ||m_Pi_,}- (2.1.4)
Then M - Pt- q =  is the dual space of M Piq. Moreover for any fixed p >
0, M p>qi C M Pi92, for q\ < q2. Define M p to be the inductive limit of the family 
of Hilbert spaces {M p,q : q > 0}, i.e.
M P = P  £  °- (2-1-5)
Then for any p2 < P i ,M Pl C M w. Let M  be the projective limit of {M p : p >  0},
1.e.
M  =  n p>0 -K> =  a > „ U ,> o ^ , . -  (2-1-6)
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Let M *  be the dual space of M p and M *  the dual space of M .  Then we have
M " = u p> „ x ; = u p> „ n ,> „ x ;„ -  c2-1-7)
This is the Kondratiev-Streit construction for the Meyer-Yan spaces M  and M*.  
The norms here are different from the original norms given by Meyer and Yan, but 
they give the same topologies on M  and M *.  We have the following embedding 
relationship:
M  C (5)„ C (5) C (L2) c  (S)- c  (5)J C M ".
Next we introduce the S-transform in M."- Recall that
: e«> { S f t(R ) . (2.1.8)
11=0 n '
For any f  G <SC(R) and p >  0, choose q >  21og2(|£|p). Then we have
II = o™  ■ IIa/„,. =  f > ! ) 22 -n ,& 2 =  E ( | f ) "  <  «>. (2.1.9)
n=0 n ' n= 0  z
This implies that : e ^  :G M ,  for any f  G «SC(R). Thus for any $  G M m, its 
S-transform can be defined by setting
S$(£) =<£ £ 6 5 C(R), (2.1.10)
where <  •, • »  is the natural pairing between M *  and M .  Similar to the Wiener-
Ito decomposition for the distributions in (S)*p, we have:
P r o p o s it io n  2.1.1 Let $  G M *. Then $  lias the following Wiener-Ito decom­
position:
$(.) =  £ { : .* »  (2.1.11)
n=0
where F„ G S'c(R n) satisfies
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for some p >  0 and any g > 0.
P r o o f .  Let $  e  Ad*, then by definition, there exists p  >  0 such that $  €  Ad*ig 
for any g >  0. Let </?„(#) =  0 £® " /n )>  where /„  G <Sc ( R n ) .  Then £  AdPi,  for
any p, g >  0, and
Let (L2) =  ©  be the Wiener-Ito decomposition of (L2), then the restriction 
<I>„ of <I> onto M f \ W n is in one-to-one correspondence with an element F„ € 
<Spc(R"), such that
«  <Pn » =  n!(F„, /„). (2.1.13)
Thus <[>„(•) =  (: •®" :,F„). Moreover,
||<I>,.||a/_p._, =  sup | I
<?n=<:*®n:,/n)illv®n|Ufp, ,= l
sup n!|(F „ ,/„)|
{ / n e & ( R « ) :n ! 2" ¥ | / n |p= l }
sup (2“ |Fn|_p)(n!2_!5l |/„ |p)
=  2 ? |F n|_p.
Since a  general <p £  M  C  (S ) can be expressed as
we have
and
¥>(*)= fn € iSc(Rn),
n=0
« : $ , ip » =  J2  «  <pn » =  £  n!(F„, / n),
n= 0  n= 0
n = 0
£  2’W|F„|?.I, <  oo.
n= 0
(2.1.14)
(2.1.15)
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Thus
*(•) =  £ < :  -®n 
n=0
which is the Wiener-Ito decomposition for $  £  M *.  □
Let $  £  M * have Wiener-Ito decomposition (2.1.11). Then from (2.1.8), 
(2.1.14) and definition (2.1.10),
s m  = Y , ( F n , e n), f e s c(R).
n=0
(2.1.16)
P r o p o s it io n  2.1.2 Let $  £  M ' .  Then for any f  and rj in «SC(R), the function 
S<I>(z£ + 7j) ,z  £  C is an entire function.
P roof. Let
* e  m ’ = u p>0n ,> „ ^ ; „ -
Then there exists p > 0 such that for all q >  0
IK’llL P._, =  £ 2"’ |Fn|2_p <oo. (2.1.17)
n=0
Assume that $  has Wiener-Ito decomposition (2.1.11), then by (2.1.16), we have 
for any £, 77 £  <SC(R), and any z £ C,
S$(z£  +  77) =  ]T<Fn, ( ^  +  77)®">. (2.1.18)
n=0
For any r >  0, any £,?/ £ «SC(R), and any 2 £ C with \z\ < r , choose q > 
logo(l77l? +  »’2klp). Then E “=o(Hflp)2n2~n9 <  00, and E “=o h l2n2“"9 <  00. From 
this and (2.1.17) we have
£ I ^ I - pI C  =  E W - p2 ¥ - 2 - ? I C
n=0
E l ^ l - p 2”, ' \
n=0 \
g  l^ g n 2 - m  <  0Q)
n=0
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and
00 00
n=0
oo 00
Furthermore, we have
00 00
IE to. (*«+i)9n>l s E  Ito. (*<+’))*") I
n= 0
oo 00
< e  tow*«+n\i = e  toi-p(i*n«i;+w>-
Therefore the series in (2.1.18) converges uniformly on any compact subset of 
C. The proposition follows from this and the fact that each function (Fn, (z£ +
The following characterization theorem can be found in [I<S] stated in a dif­
ferent way.
T h e o re m  2.1.3 I f  <1? G M m, then the function F(£) = S$(£),£  G <SC(R), satisfies 
the following two conditions:
(1) For any £, ?/ G «SC(R), 2 >->• F(z£  +  rj), is an entire function on C.
(2) For any R  > 0, there exist p >  0, and a nonnegative constant C depending 
on p ,R  such that, M (R ,£)  =  supJ€C||.|=w|F (2^)| <  C, for any f  G «SC(R), with
Conversely, i f  a function F (£),£  G «SC(R), satisfies the above conditions, then 
there exists a  unique $  G M " , such that F(£) = S$(£), for all £ G <SC(R).
P r o o f .  Let $  G M ’, and F(£) = S$(£),£  G «S’C(R). Then Proposotion 2.1.2 
implies (1), and the estimates (2.1.19) through (2.1.21) imply (2). The proof for
D e f in it io n  2.1.4 A  function satisfying the above two conditions is called a 
quasi- U-functional.
?/)®")i 2 G C is entire. □
\ d  <  1.
the other direction can be found in [KS], □
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Theorem 2.1.3 implies th a t for any quasi-U-functional G(£) there exists a 
unique $  G M *  such that S$(£)  =  G(£) for all f  G S e (R).
The following example gives us a  quasi-U-functional which is not a  U-functional 
(see Example 6.4, Poisson Noise [KS]).
E x am p le  2.1.5. For £ G S ^ R ) , let
F(£) = exp[ J  e ^ d s ] .
Then for any £, 77 G Se{ R ) ,  and any z G C ,
F{z£ + 1]) =  exp[J  e * ^ +,?^ d s]
=  exp[J  ds]
=  y ; l ( / T e:^ 's‘)+{ri's’)ds)n.
„=on! Jo
For £,77 G 5 C(R), each function €  C, is entire for
11 > 0. Moreover, we can choose p  >  0 such th a t |5S|_P <  1 for all s. Thus for any 
R  >  0, any z G C with \z\ < R, we have
\ ^ (  T  e:^ 's-)+^ d s ) n\7l! VO
—  7l! Jo
<  f T em\r+\n\p(is)n
n! vo
T n  n n
< i _ e»(«ICU+luW _  fL
"  7i! — n! ’
where a — Te^p+M p  js a  constant for given £ and 77. This implies that the 
series eg^ ,s^ +^ '6^d s )n converges uniformly on any compact subset of
C. Thus the function F(z£  -f 77), 2 G C, is entire. On the other hand, for any 
R  •> 0> by the above argument, there exists p  >  0 such that
n= 0  n * 1/0
OO rpn
< =  e x p p ^ ^ 1'’],
n=Q  71'
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for all z G C , \z\ — R, and all £ G «SC(R). Thus
M (R ,  0 =  sup |F (* fl| <  exp[Tefl] 
iec,p|=«
for all f  G «SC(R) with |£|p <  1. Therefore F(£) is a  quasi-U-functional. But it is 
not a  U-functional since it does not satisfy the growth condition of a  U-functional.
2.2. W h ite  N oise In te g ra ls
Recall that in [HP], a  function /  from [0,T] to a  separable Banach space is 
Bochner integrable if and only if it is weakly measurable and ||/(-) || G L'[0,T]. 
The space (S)p is not a  Banach space, but (<S)£ =  UP>o( )^p,/3> and each is 
a  separable Hilbert space. Thus in Chapter 1, a  function $  : [0,T] —> (S)’i/3 is 
defined to be Bochner integrable if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) <I> is weakly measurable.
(2) There exists a  constant p > 0 such that <h(s) G (<S)*i(3 for almost all s G [0,T], 
and the function ||$(*)||_Pt_/j G ^([O jT]).
But the space M ’ has more complicated structure, therefore we only extend 
the definition of Pettis integral to this space.
D e f in i tio n  2.2.1 A  function $  : [0,T] —► M "  is called Pettis integrable i f
(1) is weakly measurable.
(2) For any 9? G M ,  <£. <[>(-),9? » G  L l [0,T].
(3) For any t  G [0,T], there exists a unique generalized function /d <l>sds G M "  
such that
f  $ sds,(p'3 >= f  $ a,<p ^  ds, V t p e M .
JO JQ
From the white noise view point, it is natural to define the integral /d ‘I>sds by 
using S-transform, i.e. we require the following conditions for
(a) The function s h» £ $ s(£) is measurable on [0, T] for each £ G <SC(R).
(b) The function s t-> is integrable on [0, T] for each f  G c>c(R).
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(c) For any t  G [0,T], the function /q S $ g(£)ds,£ G «SC(R) is the S-transform of a 
generalized function in M *, denoted by / 0l $ sds, i.e.
S ( jf ‘ * . * ) « )  =  j f  V? s  S„(R).
Note th a t condition (a) implies condition (1). For each t, from (c) we see that 
there exists a  generalized function in M *,  denoted by fd $ ads, such that
f  V£ 6  «SC(R),
JO JO
where ip$ = : : . Define
7 V = <  /  ( p e M .Jo
Then T  is a  linear continuous functional on M  satisfying
T<Ps — [  ds, VfG«Sc(R).
JO
For any <p € M ,  since the linear span V  of the set €  <SC(R)} is dense in
M ,  we can approximate ip by a  sequence tp„ from V, therefore we get, for any 
s e [0 ,T ] ,
<  $ s, <pn $ s, (p (n -)• oo),
and
<p„ » = C  j f  <Ms, ipn <M«> v? » ,  (n -» oo).
This implies that the function <  » , s  G [0,T], is Lebesgue integrable, and
the following equality holds for all <p G M :
<&s, (p »  ds =<£ J  $ sds, ip » ,  Vi G [0, T],
Thus <I‘ is Pettis integrable by Definition 2.2.1, and so conditions (a)-(c) are equiv­
alent to conditions (l)-(3) since the other direction is obvious. Therefore a  gen­
eralized function is Pettis integrable if and only if it satisfies conditions (a)-(c).
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The following simple lemma is useful in applications since the conditions are 
easier to verify than conditions (l)-(3) or conditions (a)-(c).
Lemma 2.2.2 A  generalized function $  : [0, T] -4 M * is Pettis integrable i f  and 
only i f  i t  satisfies the conditions:
(Gl) (Measurability Condition) The function s i-* S$«(£) is measurable on [0, T] 
for each f  G <SC(R).
(G2) (Growth Condition) There exist a nonnegative number K , and a nonnegative 
quasi-U-functional G(£), such that for all t  G [0,T], and all £ G <SC(R),
f  \S $ 9 (0 \ds < I<G(S). (2.2.1)
Jo
P r o o f . It is obvious tha t conditions (1), (a) and (Gl) are equivalent, and 
conditions (2) and (3) imply (G2).
On the other hand, (G2) implies that S4>s(£),s G [0,T], is integrable on [0, T] 
for all f  G «SC(R). T hat is, condition (b) is satisfied. Denote Ft(£) =  Jo S*&,,(£)ds. 
From (2.2.1) we have, for all z G C, and all £ G «SC(R),
\Ft(zQ\  <  f  \S$s(z(i)\ds <  KG (z t ) .
J 0
Since G(£) is a  quasi-U-functional, then it is easily seen that for any R >  0 there 
ex is tp >  0, and a constant C  depending on R  and p, such that
M (/* ,£ )=  sup Ft( z £ ) < K C ,
ieC,p|=R
for all f  G <SC(R) with |£|p <  1. Furthermore, by using Morera’s theorem we can 
check that, for any fixed £,77 G <SC(R), the function Ft(z£ +  r)),z G C is entire on 
C. Therefore F<(£),£ G ^ ( R ) ,  is a  quasi-U-functional, and so by Theorem 2.1.3 
there exists a unique generalized function in M *, denoted by /0* $ sds, such that
S(J‘ () =  j S$'{()ds, ( e  Se(R).
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Hence condition (c) is satisfied. Thus $  is Pettis integrable, and Lemma 2.2.2 is 
proved. □
Let /  : [0,T] x M * —> M *  satisfy the following conditions: 
(Bl)(M easurability Condition) The function S f ( s , $*)(£)» s G [0, T], is measurable 
for each f  G «SC(R), whenever S $ s(f) ,s  G [0,T], is.
(B2) (Growth Condition) For all $  G M * ,£  G «SC(R), and a.e. s G [0,T],
l S f ( s , m ) \  <  f)(l +  |SO(«)|),
where H ( •) G L^OjT], and G  is a quasi-U-functional.
(B3) (Lipschitz Condition) For all $,\I/ G M * ,£  G «Sc(R)j and a.e. s G [0,T],
\ s f ( S, m ) - s f ( S, m ) \  < L(S^ ) \ s m - s m i
where L  is a nonnegative function satisfying Jq L(s,£)ds < G(£).
Let $  : [0,T] -> M *  satisfy the following conditions:
(Dl)(Measurability Condition) The function s i-> £■$„(£) is measurable on [0, T] 
for each £ G <SC(R).
(D2) (Growth Condition) There exist a  quasi-U-functional G\(£), and a  function 
A'o(-) G L l [0,T], with A'0(-)tf(-) S L^O.T], and AT0(*)^(*, 0  S L l[0 ,T], such that 
for all f  G «SC(R), and a.e. s G [0,T],
|5 * .(0 I  <  * b M G i(0 .
Denote B f  — : [0,T] -> A'!*,satisfying (D l) and (D2)}.
L em m a 2.2.3 I f  f  satisfies conditions (B1-B3) and $  G B f ,  then f ( s , $ a) ,s  G [0,T], 
is Pettis integrable and the function /J f ( s ,  <ha)ds,t  G [0,T], is also in B f .
P r o o f .  Conditions (Bl) and (Dl) imply that the function s S f ( s ,  $ s)(£) is 
measurable on [0, T], Thus condition (G l) is satisfied. Moreover
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is /(* ,« .)K )i  <  n ( s ) G m + \ s * . m
<  a ( s )G (f ) ( l  +  /C„(S)G ,K ))
< H ,(s )G2((),
where H,(s) = H(s)  +  H(s)K„(s) s  L'[0,T], and G2({) =  G({) +  G (?)G ,(f) is a  
quasi-U-functional. Therefore we have, for all £ e  <SC(R) and all t  €  [0,T]
f \ S f ( s , 9 , m \ d s <  [ ‘ H ^ d s G t f )  <  f T H ^ d s G t f ) .
JO Jo Jo
Thus (G2) is satisfied, and so by Lemma 2.2.2, the function /(s,<I>s) ,s  6  [0,T], is
Pettis integrable. Furthermore,
t S ( jf ' / ( s ,  $ .)ds)(e) =  J ‘ S f{ s ,  0 .)({)ds
is absolutely continuous, thus measurable on [0, T]. Hence Jq f ( s , $ a)ds,t €  [0,T], 
is in B f .  □
2.3. W h ite  N oise In te g ra l E q u a tio n s
Consider the following white noise integral equation in ■M":
X t = 6 t + f  f { s , X a)ds, (2.3.1)
Jo
where 9 : [0,T] -> M m and /  : [0,T] x M * M *  are generalized functions, and 
Jo f ( s , X s)ds is a white noise integral in the Pettis sense.
D e f in itio n  2.3.1 A  generalized function X  : [0,T] -» M ’ is called a solution o f  
equation (2.3.1) on [0,T] i f  i t  satisfies the following conditions:
(1) (Measurability Condition ) X  is weakly measurable.
(2) (Integrability Condition ) The function s f ( s , X a) ,s  6  [0,T], is Pettis 
integrable.
(3) For any y? G M ,  and a.e.t 6  [0,T]f the following equality holds:
<  X t, v  » = <  9t,ip »  +  <  / ( s ,X s),y3 >  ds.
Jo
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T h eo rem  2.3.2 Let f  : [0,T] x M *  —> M *be  a generalized function that maps 
[0,T] x (S)p into (S)p, and satisfies the following conditions:
(FI) (Measurability Condition ) The function s S f ( s ,  $)(£) is measurable on
[0, T] for any $  G M * and any £ G <SC(R).
(F2) (Growth Condition ) There exist a nonnegative function H(-) G L^OjT], and 
nonnegative constants a,p, such that for all <I> G M m, £ G «SC(R), and almost all 
sG[ 0 , T] ,
\ S f ( s , m O \  <  t f ( s ) e x p [ a | ^ ] ( l  +  |S4>(OI)-
(F3) (Lipschitz Condition ) There exists a function L  : [0,T] x <SC(R) -> R + 
satisfying / 0 L(s,£)ds < b( 1 +  exp[|£|r ]) for some nonnegative constants b and 
r, such that, for all <I>, G M m, £ G «SC(R), and almost all s G [0,T],
\ s f ( S, m )  -  s / ( s ,  ® )(oi <  -  5® (o i.
Let 0 G A f  (see Chapter 1, in particular, 6 t G (<S)^). Then equation (2.3.1) lms a 
unique solution X  : [0,T] —> M." satisfying condition (D2) (see Section 2.2).
P r o o f . Uniqueness: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3.2.
To show existence we use the iteration method. For t  G [0,T], we define 
=  0t, and =  0t +  Jo f ( s , X j n )^ ds , for n  >  0. It is obvious that (F I)
and (F2) imply (Al) and (A2) respectively. Moreover, when we replace (A3) 
by (F3) in Lemma 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, all the conclusions there still hold. Hence by 
Lemma 1.2.4, for n  >  0, the white noise integral Jq f ( s ,  X ^ ) d s  exists in the Pettis 
sense, and {ATM}„>o C A f . Let F,H (£) =  S X tln)((); By conditions (A2), (A3) 
for / ,  and (C2) for 6 , there exist positive constants b ,r ,c i,a i and pi such that for 
all £ G «SC(R), and almost all s G [0,T],
|F ‘”+,)({) -  * f>  ({)| <  i [ l ( l  +  c x p K I,* ])]"*  exp[o,|{ |'r3 ].
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Thus there exists a  functional ■/*)(£), such that, for all £ G <SC(R), F/"*(£) —> Ft(£) 
uniformly for almost all t. Moreover, by the above inequality and (C2) for 0, there 
exists Ao(-) 6 L l[0 ,T] satisfying I<0 {-)H(-) G ^ [O .T ],K 0 {-)L{;Q  G L l [0,7], and
|F (£ )| < m )  exP[a i|£|pi^ +  &(1 +  ex p M r* ])] , (2.3.2)
where H\ =  A'o+constant. Therefore Ft{£) is a  quasi-U-functional for almost all 
t € [0,T]. By Theorem 2.1.3, there exists X t G M *  such th a t S X t(£) =  F<(£) for 
all £ G 5 C(R), and almost all s G [0,Tj.
We now need to show that X t satisfies the three conditions of Definition 2.3.1. 
Pick and fix any £ G «SC(R). Since i5’/" )(£) converges to i5j(£), and for each n, 
F t’l\ € ) , t  G [0,T], is measurable on [0, T], Ft (£),t G [0,T], is measurable on [0, 
T]. Since the set {: e<’’^  :;£ G «SC(R)} is dense in M ,  X t is weakly measurable by 
a limiting argument. Thus X  satisfies the measurability condition in Definition
2.3.1. The integrability of H \H  on [0, T] and (2.3.2) imply that X  satisfies the 
growth condition (C2). Thus X  G B f .  The integrability condition in Definition 
2.3.1 follows from this and Lemma 2.2.3. The proof of the third condition is 
similar to th a t in the proof of Theorem 1.3.2. Thus X  is a  solution of equation
(2.3.1), and so Theorem 2.3.2 is proved. □
T h e o r e m  2.3.3 Let f  satisfy conditions (B1)-(B3) and 0 G B f .  Then equation
(2.3.1) has a unique solution X  : [0,T] M "  satisfying condition (D2).
P r o o f . Uniqueness: Similar to the proof in Theorem 1.3.2.
Existence: we use the iteration method again. For t  G [0,T], let
x!0) = e„
x l ,,+11 =  # ,+  l ' / ( s , X ™ ) d s ,  n >  0 .
J o
By Lemma 2.2.3 all the white noise integrals Jq f ( s , X ^ )  d s ,n  > 0, exist in 
the Pettis sense and {X*" ’InSO C B f .
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Let F(n\€ )  =  S X ( n\ z ) ,  for all f  G «SC(R). Combining the growth conditions 
(B2 ) and (D2), we have for all f  G «5C(R) and almost all t G (0,!T],
|S /(« ,* .)fc)l <  K \ W G *(0.
where A',(s) =  S (s )  +  H (s)K 0 (s) G ^[O .T ], and G2(0  =  <?(fl +  is a
quasi-U-functional. Thus by conditions (B3) and (D2) , there exists a  null set N 0 
such that, for f  G «SC(R), and t $ N o ,
|F,(1|r a  - F , |0|« ) | =  \ £  S f(s ,O e)(Z)ds\
< GjK) ■ f  Kl(a)da = cl<h(t),Jo
where cj =  /0r  K i(s)ds .  Note that cj and G2 depend only on /  and 8 . Thus for 
each n > 0, by Lipschitz condition (S3) and the induction method, we have a 
null set A n such that, for all f  G <SC(R) and t  A n,
IS("+” « )  -  S (n|« )l <  f ‘LM\FM(S)-Fl''-»(S)\dsJo
JO Jo Jo
ds\ds2 - ’ -dsn - sup |Fa(1)(£) -  Fa(0)(O|
s^ A'o
< i(jf'L(s,f)<fe)"c,G2(fl
<  ^ * < 0 .
Hence, for all f  G <SC(R) and t $ N \ =  U„>oJl„,
E  <  c ,G 2(f)e°< 0 .
11=0
This means tha t for all £ G SC(R) and almost all f G [0,T],
l-Fiw K)l = .|fl‘",( 0 + E ( iii("+1)({)--F<(m,(01l
rn= 0
< l^|0)(f)l + E  |s ("+1,(0 -  ^‘”’(01
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<  |S 0 ,(0 | +  d G 2(fleo«>
<  Iio(t)G(Z) +  c ^ i O e ™
<  77i(t)G3(£),
where G3(£) =  G(£) +  G2(£)eGK),£ e  GC(R), is a  quasi-U-functional, and 
77i(-) =  /To(•) +  ci 6 L^OjT]. The functions H\(t) and G3(£) are independent 
of 7i. Thus for all f  6 «SC(R), the sequence F /n*(£) converges to a  limit F,(£) 
uniformly for a.e.t, and
|Ft(f)| <  H\(t)Gz(£). (2.3.3)
Moreover, for any fixed £ and 77 in <SC(R), Ftn\ z £  + Tj) converges uniformly on any 
compact subset of C to Ft(z£ + 7 /). Therefore the map z h-> Ft(z£ + i)),z £ C, 
is entire. This and inequality (2.3.3) imply that F t(f),£  £  «SC(R), is a quasi-U- 
functional. Thus by Theorem 2.1.3 there exists X t £  M m such that S X t (£) = Ft(f) 
for all f  <E «SC(R).
Fix f  £ SC(R). Because F /n*(£) converges to Ft(f), and each function t h-> 
F /”}(0  is measurable on [0, T], the function < Ft(f) is measurable on [0, 
T]. The weak measurability of X  followes from this and the denseness of the set 
{: £ «SC(R)} in M .  From the measurability of Ft( f) ,i  £ [0,T], and (2.3.3),
we conclude that X  € B/. This implies by Lemma 2.2.3 that / ( s ,  X s), s £ [0, T], is 
Pettis integrable. Thus X  satisfies the integrability condition in Definition 1.3.1.
Following a similar argument as that in the proof of Theorem 1.3.2, we can 
check condition (3) in Definition 2.3.1. That is, for almost all t  £ [0,T] and all 
<p £ A4,
« * „ ¥ > » = «  [* <& f{s,Xa) d s , i p ^ d s .
Jo
Therefore X is a solution of equation (2.3.1), and the theorem is proved. □
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E x a m p l e  2.3.3 Consider Example 1.4.4 again, i.e. the following equation:
X t  = 0 / 4 -  f  5s o Xgds.
Jo
It is easily seen that conditions (F1)-(F3) in Theorem 2.3.2 are satisfied. Thus 
the equation has a  unique solution X  in Xi*. Using a computation similar to the 
one in Example 1.4.2, we can write the solution in the following explicit form:
X t = 9t + [ l 0 uo : e*(u) : o<Zt,udu.
Jo
Here ^ t,u is in M *  with S-transform exp[/„ e ^ d s ] .  The latter is indeed a  quasi- 
U-functional but not a U-functional (see Example 2.1.5). Therefore X  €  M m, and 
X  $ {S)p, for any (3 e  [0,1).
Chapter 3. Som e A pplications
3.1. E q u a tio n s  A ssocia ted  w ith  In te g ra l K e rn e l O p e ra to rs  
For F  £  L2 {R +), define:
A a =  f  F(s  -  u)dudu , Ea =  exp(Afl).J—00
Let A* and E* be their duals, respectively. These operators were first suggested
by Oosawa et. al. [OTK], and then studied by Hida [H].
In this section we study the following white noise integral equations :
X t =  fft + f  A maX Bds , t  £  [0,T]. (3.1.1)
J  o
A't =  et +  /* E ;x sds, t e  [o, t \. (3.1.2)
JQ
P r o p o s it io n  3.1.1 For any s  £  [0,T], the function $  6  (S)m is continuous 
from (S ) “ into itself. Moreover, put
Ka{u) = F(s — u), for u <  s; 0, otherwise. (3.1.3)
Then ks €  L2(R) and
A ma$  = (-,Ka) o $ .  (3.1.4)
P r o o f . For any $  £ (5)*, s  £  [0,T], and f  £  «S’C(R), we have
s ( A ; m )  =  s ( [ a F (S - u ) d : m )J —OQ
=  f  F(s  — u)£(u)duS$(£)
J—00
=* <k. , 0 5 * ( 0  =  W ,# ? .)  o # ) ( 0 .
This implies (3.1.4) since S-transform is injective. Furthermore, since
M o  — /  |«i(u)|2du =  f  |F ( t -  u)\2du — f  F 2 (u)du =  \F\l <  oo,
J —oo J—oo JO
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we have ks 6 L2(R). Thus (•, ks) e  (L2) for all s. Combining this and (3.1.4) we
see that A*$, $  €  (<5)* is continuous from («S)* into itself. □
In order to obtain a  similar result for E*, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1.2 For k €  S'(R*), define
“ 0 ,k(«0 =  f K ( t u ' " > t k ) d t l - - ‘dtkdt l ‘ - ‘ dtk. (3.1.5)
J R *
Then So,fc(/c) is a  continuous linear operator from (S) into itself. Moreover, for 
any p > Q ,q > 0 ,  and any <p 6  («S)p+9,
II=(M.-(kM Ip <  a s !«!_(„+,)|M |p+„
where
n l |  k r  2 9 .  k
d l  =  2*kl[~    -7-1 2 .
J l2 qe{log2 ) 1
PROOF. For k  € S '(R j+k), define
=  J  « ( s i tk)d*t • • • d ' .d t , • • • d<Jtd si • • • dsjdty  • • • d tk.
(3.1.6)
/ R i+ *
Then by Theorem 6.6 in [HKPS]
I|Hm .(k)(p|I, <  a , |(y l ')w  ® (A -(p+,))®feK|£a(Ri+.)||^ ||p+9,
where
„ on l/t?  +  n)\(k + n)\ az =  supn>o2 ~q —-------- —-----------. (3.1.7)
Taking j  = 0 in (3.1.7), we get
, - 0W\/(rc)Kfc +  n)!d i  =  sup„>o2 ~gn'
(k + n)\,  1.
\
0i . i r  29 .fc=  — - ——h  =  a i .
2ge(/o^2) 2
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Thus
U S o ^ M *  <  a , |( / i - i ' ’+’>)®t « |tl(R. ) ||((p||p4.,
— a f  M-tp+fllllvHlp+fl-
Therefore E0)fc(K) is continuous from (S)P+q into («S)P for any p >  0 and q >  0. In 
particular, it is continuous from (S ) into itself. □
R e m a r k  The operator E j^ /c )  defined by (3.1.6) is called an integral kernel 
operator. See Chapter 10 in [K2] for more information about it.
L e m m a  3.1.3 For any t  €  [0,T], the operators At and Et are continuous from (S ) 
into itself.
P r o o f . U sing Kt we can rewrite A t as the following:
/ I rooF(t — u)dud u =  / Kt(u)dudu =  Eo,i(/Ct).
-oo J —00
Hence by Lemma 3.1.2, the operator A t is continuous from (S ) into itself. More­
over, define
K[n*(ui, • • • ,u n) — F (t  — «i) • •• F (t  — u„), if 0, otherwise.
(3.1.8)
Then Kt(n) €  L2(R n), and |/vt( n , |_ ( p+9) <  |/c|n)|o =  |F |g , for n >  0. By (3.1.6) we 
can rewrite A"  as
A nt =  /  F{t -  ui)dui dui • • • f  F{t -  un)dUn dun
J — 0 0  */—oo
=  f  • • • /  F ( t - U i ) - ~ F ( t - u n)dUl " ' d Undux “ -dun
J —OO J —00
=  jT /c{n)(t*i, - • *, Un)dwi • -' dUndui - • • dun =  Eo,„(/c!n)).*/Rw
Therefore by Lemma 3.1.2, we have for any ip 6  (<S)p+9,
~  oo ll=„ (Jph^  X) l|A1Vllp = ^  lla o.n( (^ )y>l!p
n=0 «•' ^=0 n !
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-  S S 2 i n i I 2 ^ 2 ) lJ|Kin,|- ^ > llv,|U '  
s  S 3 2,B*ta i i ^ J*|F|li,'plkH 
“  S  ^ » - e - 2 S n l[2 ^ b ) 1 ° I * * * * » ,
■  IM- J ? £ n^ (/ 3 5 |F|°)n
= c,(F)||v?||P+„
where
2* ~  ^  I 2«e .„ .
c’(F)=7 i? S n ■ ' « r a  <0°-
This implies that the operator E t is continuous from («S)p+9 into (S)p for any p > 0 
and q > 0. In particular, E t is continuous from (<S) into itself. . □
Recall that for any s, ks G L2(R). Therefore
. e<v«.> ;=  £  !_/. ®» k®w) <= (L2). (3.1.0)
P r o po sitio n  3.1.4 For any fixed s G [0,T], the function G .M* is
continuous from M * into itself, and
F s*$ =: : o $ . (3.1.10)
Moreover, i f  $  G (S ) m, then E a$  €  (5)*.
P r o o f . For any fixed s G [0,T], by Lemma 3.1.3 we know that A a(: :) G (5)
and F s(: e<''^ :) G («S) for any f  G «SC(R). Therefore for any $  G («S)',
<  $ , 4 S(: e^if) :) » = «  : »
=  5(X ;$)(^) =  (ks, 0 5 $ ( 0  
=  (« s ,0  <  '• : » = <  $ , (k„C) : : »  .
This implies that
A a{: e :) =  (ks,£) : : .  (3.1.11)
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By induction we have for n >  0:
A n(: e<*’«>:) =  ((« ,,0 ) n : : .  (3.1.12)
Therefore
E.(: e « > :) =  £  £  : e«> :
n = 0  71 •
_ £  ((*»»£))" . e ( - , o . _  e < « . , o . e (-,f> .
n = 0  n '
So we have
=  e<**>S$(() =  5(: e<^> : o$)(£).
From this and the injectivity of S-transform, we get (3.1.10). Therefore £ ’<!>, $  G 
Ad* is continuous from Ad* into itself. If 4> G («S)*, then (3.1.10) implies that
Eg<L> G (<S)*. Thus the proposition is proved. □
T heorem  3.1.5 Let /(s ,4> ) = A ;$  : [0,T] x (S ) m ->• (5)* and 6  G A f . Then 
equation (3.1.1) has a unique solution X  : [0,T] -¥ (S )* given by
X t = 0 t +  f  9ao(-,Ka) o $ 8itds, t G [0,T], (3.1.13)
JO
where <I>Sit is in (S ) m whose S-transform is given by ef>
Let g(s , 4>) =  E*$  : [0,T] x Ad* -> Ad* and 6  G Bg. Then equation (3.1.2) has 
a unique solution Y  : [0,T] -> Ad* given by
X t =  9t +  f  Bao : e(vc'> : o $ a,tds, < G [0,T], (3.1.14)*/o
where ^ S(t is in Ad* whose S-transform is given by exp[/s* e<*“’^ du].
P r o o f . By Proposition 3.1.1 and Proposition 3.1.4, /  satisfies conditions (Al- 
A3) for P =  0, and g satisfies conditions (F1-F3). Thus there exists a  unique
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solution for each equation by Theorem 1.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.2, respectively. 
Therefore we only need to verify (3.1.13) and (3.1.14).
Denote Ft(£) =  S X t(£), and gt (£) =  SQt (£). Takeing S-transform on both 
sides of equation (3.1.1), we have
f . t t )  =  f t t t )  +  / > . ,  * €  [0,71,Jo
And its solution can be obtained following a computation similar to that in Ex­
ample 1.4.3, i.e.
f it )  =  ®(f) +  f « . ( ? ) < « . , t  S [0,71.
JO
Since S-transform is injective, this implies that
x t = 9t + f  eao (•, k „)  o t e [o, r],
J  0
where is the Hida distribution in (5)* whose S-transform is given by e^ » 
and the latter is a U-functional since
|e/,W >rf«| <  er|F|0|{|r <  ci+r»|F|*|ei^ (3.1.15)
This proves (3.1.13). On the other hand, taking S-transform on both sides of 
(3.1.2), and using Proposition 3.1.4 we get
M O  =  9t{0  +  t  e<«-#Fa{S)ds. (3.1.16)
JO
Solving this equation and then taking the inverse S-transform gives us (3.1.14), 
and so the theorem is proved. □
The following theorem strengthens the first result in Theorem 3.1.5.
T h e o r e m  3.1.6 Let F  e  I 2(R + ) ,/  =  and 6 e  A /  be as in Theorem 3.1.5. 
Suppose there exist constants r  >  0, a  >  0, and a function I< € Ll [0,T], such 
that for almost all t e  [0,T], and all f  e  S c(R ),
|S0«(OI ^  K (t) exP(a lfl-r]- (3.1.17)
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Moreover, suppose there exists q >  0 satisfying 2(a +  l)e2||>4- (9Ar)||2/5 <  1, such 
that
|F |iife =  |xi F (fc)(-'c)U*(R+) <  Vj,/: =  0, 1, • • • ,2q. (3.1.18)
Then equation (3.1.1) has a unique solution X  : [0,T] -> (L2).
P r o o f . By Theorem 3.1.5, equation (3.1.1)has a  unique solution given by
(3.1.13). Thus
S X t(Z) =  SQt(£) + £  Sea(Z){Ka,Z) e x p [ j \K u,£)du]ds, . t  G [0,T]. (3.1.19)
From (3.1.18) and the definition of | • \q,q > 0, we have for s G [0,T],
M i =  |>M o =  I -< '( • )  +  (-2 +  l)«»(-)lo
=  | -  F"(s -  .) +  (-2 +  l)F (s  -  •))/,*(—oo,»]
=  I “  F"(') +  (s2 — 2s • +  2 + 1)F (-)|Z(j(r+)
<  1^ 10,2 +  l-f’b.o +  2 s |F |1i0 +  (s2 +  l ) |F |0,o
<  |F|o,2 +  1^ 12,0 +  2 T |F |li0 +  (T2 +  l)|F|o,o.
Similarly
2 9
M *  <  E  «nTn =  C  <  oo, Vs G [0,T],
n=0
where a„ is a  linear combination of {\F\jik, j , k  =  0,1,• • • ,2 q}. Therefore, for all 
s , t  G [0,T], and f  G «SC(R),
| exp []a <«u,0rf«]l <  exp[^ |(/cu,f)|du]
< exp[  ^ |/cu|9|^ |_9du] < exp[TC|f|_,].
Combinig (3.1.17), (3.1.19) and (3.1.20) we have for t G [0,T],
|S*.K)I < (K(t) + (Ce1+c,|^ U.))exp[(a + T)|f|i(,Ar|J.
This and Theorem 1.1.5 imply that X t G (L2) for t  G [0,T], □
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EXAMPLE 3.1.9 Let F(t) =  e -^ f  >  0), and 9t = : : (t  G [0,T]), for
tj G <SC(R). Then F(t) satisfies (3.1.18) for all q >  0. Moreover, for any r  >  0,
\S9t{Q\ =  |e < ^ | <  exp[|7/|r |^|_r] <  e x p [ ^ ]  e x p [ ! ^ ] .
Therefore, by taking a =  5, I<(t) =  e x p [^ ] , and r, q sufficiently large in Theorem 
3.1.6, we conclude th a t the following equation
X t = 0t + p A l X 'd s ,  t  G [0,T],
Jo
has a  unique solution X  G (L 2) given by
X t = 9t + J*9a o (., k3)o : e/ > ’K“>du : ds.
3.2. A  L in ea r V o lte rra  E q u a tio n
In this section we study the following white noise Volterra equation
X t = 0 t + f  <r(t,s)$a o X ads, tG [0 ,T ]. (3.2.1)
J  0
Here 9, <I>: [0,T] -» (S )m are generalized functions, and o  : [0,T]2 -» R  is a deter­
ministic function. For a  function /  G L2([0,T]) or L2([0,T]2), denote by |/ |o  its 
L2-norm. Assume that (9, <&, a) satisfy the following conditions:
(E l) (Measurability Condition ) The functions s S0a(£),s S $ a(£) are mea­
surable on [0, T] for all £ G «SC(R).
(E2) (Growth Condition ) There exist nonnegative numbers a  and p, and a func­
tion J  G L4 [0,T\, such that for all f  G «SC(R), and almost all s G [0,T],
|S * .( f l |, |S * .( f ll  <  J ( s ) e x p [ a |^ ] .
(E3) Both a  and crJ are in L2([0,T]2), and a(t , s) =  0, for 0 <  t < s.
Lemma 3.2.1 Suppose $  and a satisfy the above conditions (E1)-(E3). For
s , t  G [0, T] and n  =  1,2, • • •, define
7<i(t,s) =  I<n+1(t,s)  =  f  K i{ t tu) o K n{u,s)du. (3.2.2)
J  0
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Then a11 the functionals u t-4 K i(t, u) o K n(u, s) are Pettis integrable in («S)*.
P r o o f .  For any fixed s, t G [0,T], we show by induction that the function 
u t-> K\ (t, u) o K n(u, s) is Pettis integrable on [0, T] for n >  1. When n =  1, the 
weakly measurability of K \ (t, u) o  K i(u , s ) ,u  G [0,T], is obvious since
S(I<i(t,u) o /C i(u ,s ))(0  =  ff(f,u )S * « (flff(tM )S * .(0 . (3.2.3)
Furthermore, for all £ G •S’c(R),
J  o
<  |S$,(£)|exp[a|£ |p**]jf \o(t,u)J(u)a(u,s)\du
< A s )  a2 ( t ,u )d u ^ ~ J ~ j^ i)o A u ^ s )d u  exp[2 a\^\p~0].
Thus K i( t ,u )  oI< i(u ,s),u  G [0,T], satisfies condition (G2). Therefore by Lemma 
2.2.2, K \( t ,u )  o K \(u ,s ) ,u  G [0,T], is Pettis integrable.
Suppose each K i(t ,u )  o K n(u ,s ) ,u  G [0,T], is Pettis integrable for n < k. 
Denote
K k+l( t , s ) = f  K i ( t , u ) o K k(u,s)du. (3.2.4)
J  o
Then it is easily seen that the function u K \ (t, u) o K k+l(u,s), is weakly 
measurable on [0,TJ. Furthermore, we have for all £ G «SC(R),
Jo |5 (/< i(t , u) o /C ,+1 (u ,s))(f)|du  <  J(s)  exp[(fc +  2)0^ 1^ ]
{/o  \o{t,Ui)J(ui)\dui / 0U1 \a(uu u2)J (u 2)\du2 
• • • / 0U* \a{uk,u k^ ) J { u k+i)o(uM , s)\duk+x}.
Therefore the function K \{ t , u )o K k+1 (u, s), u 6  [0,T], satisfies condition (G2). 
By Lemma 2.2.2, K \(t ,u )  o K k+\(u ,s ) ,u  G [0,T], is Pettis integrable. Thus by 
induction, we showed that for n =  1,2, • • •, each integral /d K \ (t,u ) o I<n(uy s)du 
exists in (S ) m in the Pettis sense. □
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Lemma 3.2.2 Suppose $  and o  satisfy conditions (E1)-(E3). For s, t  G [0,T] and 
n =  1,2,***, let K n(t)s) be defined as in Lemma 3.2.1. Define
H (t,s )  = ' Z K n(t,s). (3.2.5)
n = l
Then Y,^=i ^  s), 9? converges for all ip G A4, and H(t, s) G A T.
P r o o f .  Since |5 $ u(^)| <  J u exp[a|^|p“fl] and by (E3), the function u 
o{t , u )S $ u(f) is in L2[0,T] for all t  G [0,T] and f  G ^ ( R ) .  Set
rT
A 2 ( t ) = f  |<r(i,u)S$u(f)|2du, (3.2.6)
Jo
B ^ s )  =  |SO,({)|2 f T \a (u ,s)? iu ,  (3.2.7)
Jo
rT  
t
and denote b =  \oJ\q. Then it is easily seen that
/o
Moreover, by induction we can check
f  A 2 (u)du <  6 ex p [2 a |^ |^ ]. (3.2.8)
J  0
|S /f„+2(f,s)({)|2 <  AH t)B 2 (s) if° A2{*)du)n.
Therefore
<  A (t)B(S) £  t Z t m t P  (by(3.2.8))
T,=0 V n!
<  A(t)B(s)^2exp[J^ A2(u)du]
<  exp[a|f IjF7] \jj^  o(t, u)2 J 2 (u)du • J(s)  exp[a|f IjF7] o(u ,s)2du 
•\/2exp[jf A 2 (u)du)
< C (s , *) e x p [2 a |^ |^ ]  exp[5exp[2a|f|,P]],
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where _________________
C(s,t)  = y / 2 J ( s ) j £  a(t, u)2 J 2 ( u ) d u ^ J  o(u ,s)2du
is integrable on [0, T]2 by conditions (E2) and (E3).Thus for any fixed f , 77 € <SC(R), 
we have,
t  + «>i  <  m m  t  ( 6 e x p t 2 n ( ' ^ f + l ^ ) D t . (3.2.9)
n = 0 n= 0  V n '
This implies that the series IS K n(ti s )(z€ +  *7)1 converges uniformly on any 
compact subset of C and on [0,T]2. Thus z i-4 S K n(t,s)(z£ + i]) is entire on 
C. Therefore the function £ i-> S K n(t, s)(f) is a  quasi-U-functional. Thus 
there exists a unique distribution in M *, denoted by H ( t ,s ) =  A'„(£,s),
such that
S H ( t , s ) ( 0  = f ) S f f „ ( t , «)(*), f  G«Sc(R). (3.2.10)
n = l
By a limiting argument and (3.2.9), the series ^  ^  converges for
each (p G M .  Thus the lemma is proved. □
T h e o r e m  3.2.3 Suppose 6 , $  and a satisfy conditions (E1)-(E3). F ors ,t  G [0,T] 
and j i =  1 , 2 ,  • • •, let K n(t, s) and H(t, s) be defined as in Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
Then for t G [0,T], the white noise integral Jq H(t, s) o 9ads exists in M ’ in the 
Pettis sense, and equation (3.2.1) has a  unique solution in M *  given by
X t = 0 t+  [ ‘ H ( t , s) o M s ,  t  G [0,T]. (3.2.11)
JQ
P r o o f . From the argument of Lemma 3.2.2 we see that the function s  i-> 
S(H (t, s) o 9a)(£) is measurable for each t  G [0,T] and f  G 5 C(R). Thus H(t, s) o 
0a,s  G [0,T], satisfies condition (Gl). Furthermore, for any £ G <SC(R), we have
f l \S H (t,s )(O Sea^) \d s
J  0
<  f  C (s ,t)J(s)ds  • exp fS al^ l^ jexpftexppal^ lJ37]]
J 0
<  f ( t )  exp [3a |f|,P ] exp[6exp[2a|£|j^]]f
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where
/(<) =  f  C (s t t)J(s)ds  
J o
a (t,u )2 J 2 (u )d u yJ  a(u ,s )2duds 
*  w r  J 4 ( s ) d s j f  o(t, u)2 J 2 (u)du
G L2[0,T] (by (£ 2  -  E3)).
Therefore H(t, s)oOg, s G [0,T], satisfies condition (G2). Thus H(t, s) o 0„, s G 
[0,T], is Pettis integrable by Lemma 2.2.2.
For fixed f  G <SC(R), consider the following deterministic equation:
Therefore we get (3.2.11) from the injectivity of S-transform.
Now we show that X  given by (3.2.11) is a  solution of equation (3.2.1). It 
is obvious that X  is weakly measurable. To check the integrability condition in 
Definition 2.3.1, we need to show that the function a ( t ,s )$ a o X a,s  G [0,T], is 
Pettis integrable. It is obviously weakly measurable. Moreover, since
S X t i t )  = SOM) + f  ff( t ,8 )S $ .{ t )S X .( t )d s ,  t  G [0,T]. (3.2.12)
JO
By Theorem 1.5 in [T], its unique solution is given by
SX t(0  =  S0t (O +  f  SH (t,s )(S )S 6 a(Z)ds, t G [0,T], (3.2.13)JO
where SH (t,  s)(£) =  S K n(t,s)(£). This implies that
(3.2.14)
WIOI < \SB,(0 \+ f \SH(t,S)(()Se,(()\ds
JO
< J{t) exp[a|£|J**] +  f[ t)  exp[3a |f|J^] exp[6exp[2a|f|jP]],
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we have
[ ‘ \o { t ,s )S * ,{£ )S X .M \d s  
Jo
<  e x p [2 a |^ |^ ]  J  |<r(<,s)|J2(s)ds
+  exp[4a|^|p“^] exp[6exp[2a|^|p- ^]] |a (< ,s) |J (s )/(s)d s
<  exp[4a|£|p“/,]exp[6exp[2a|f|p“', ]](|a(t, *)|o|<J2|o +  W(t, *W )|o |/|o)-
Thus by conditions (E2-E3) and (3.2.12), the function a(t, s)<frao X a, s 6 [0, T], 
satisfies condition (G2). By Lemma 2.2.2, it is Pettis integrable, i.e. X  satisfies 
the integrability condition in Definition 2.3.1. Furthermore, since SXi(£)  is the 
unique solution of (3.2.12), we have
S X t(Q = S 6 t { $ +  I* <r(t,s)S$s(S)SX9(Qds
Jo
=  S{9t + f  a{t,s)<f>a o X ads){Z).
Jo
This implies that
X t = 0 t + f  a (t, s )$ a o X ads,
Jo
i.e., for any ip G M
•C X t,tp »=<SC 9t,<p >  +  <£ /  cr(t,s)$a o X ads,ip »  .
Jo
By this and the definition of Pettis integrable, we have for any (p 6  M  
<£ X t,tp » = « ;  9t,ip »  +  f  <  cr(£,s)<3>a o X a, ip »  ds.
J  0
Thus condition (3) in Definition 2.3.1 is satisfied, and so X  defined by (3.2.11) is a 
solution of (3.2.1). The uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of the deterministic 
equation (3.2.12). Thus the proof is finished. □
Following an argument similar to that in the above proof, we can strengthen 
the result in this theorem under stronger growth conditions. T hat is, we replace
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condition (E2) by the following conditions (E2)' or (E2)":
(E2)' There exist a  nonnegative function J  G L4[0,T], and nonnegative numbers 
a and p, such that for all £ G 5 C(R), and almost all s G [0,T],
\S * t \ < J (s ) |£ |p, \S0,\ <  J (s )  e x p [a |£ |* ] .
(E2)" There exist a  nonnegative function J  G L 4 [0,T], and nonnegative numbers 
a and p, with 2(1 +  a +  6)e2||/ l-p ||jfS <  1, where b = |(rJ|g, such that for all 
£ G <SC(R), and almost all s G [0,T],
i s * . i <  ^ (s ) ie i -p ,  i s « . i <
Then we get the following inequalities instead of (3.2.8):
f QA*{u)du<b\Z\2p, (3.2.8')
JQ A2(u)du <  6 |f |ip. (3.2.8")
Thus we have
£ ;  |S / f n ( s , t ) |  <  C (s ,f)e < l+ ‘)l«-ri!’ ,
n = l
f ;  |S / f „ ( s , t ) |  <  C (s ,i)e < 1+*)l«l’-p.
n = l
Hence under condition (E2)',
|S * t( f ) | <  J(t)  e x p ta ^ l^ ]  +  f ( t )  exp[(a +  1 +  5)1^1^]
<  W )+ /(< ) ) e x p [ ( a  +  l  + b ) \ t \ f i ] .
This implies that X  G by Theorem 1.1.3.
On the other hand, under condition (E 2 )",
|S X t(£)| <  J{t)eaW-> +  /(< )e(a+1+6M-p 
<  (Jr(<) +  / ( t ) ) e (a+1+^l«l-p.
5 6
Therefore X  £ (L2) by Theorem 1.1.5. Summing up we get 
C orollary  3.2.4
(1) I f  9 ,$  and cr satisfy conditions (E l) ,(E 2) ' and (E3), then equation (3.2.1) 
has a unique solution X  : [0,T] -> (S)p given by (3.2.2), (3.2.5) and (3.2.11).
(2) I f  9 ,$  and o  satisfy conditions (E l) , (E 2 )" and (E3), then equation (3.2.1) 
has a unique solution X  : [0,T] -> (L2) given by (3.2.2), (3.2.5) and (3.2.11).
E x a m p l e  3.2.5 Let a(t,s)  =  (t — s)“ «, if s < t; 0, if s > t. It is easy to check 
that the equation
X t = : e*(‘> : +  / '  o(t, s)B(s) o X 8ds, t  £  [0,T],
J  o
has a unique weak solution X  : [0, T] -4 («S)£.
E xa m pl e  3.2.6 Let o  be bounded and satisfy (E3). Let =  B(s),  then by 
(1) in the above corollary, (3.2.1) has a  unique solution in (S )“. This gives us the 
result in [0Z].
3.3. A Partial Differential Equation
Consider the following white noise partial differential equation
du  *
—  =  A u +  : eDt : ou, u(0,x) = f (x ) ,  x £ R n, f e [0 ,o o ) . (3.3.1)
Here f ( x )  is a  deterministic function, with bounded derivative on R ", B x =  (•, 5X) 
is the white noise, and
: <A :=  f )  - L :  -®” : ,* f>  €  ( S ) \  (3.3.2)
n= 0  n *
If £  (5)*, then it is easily seen that the function es<t^ , £  £  «Sc(R n), is a  quasi- 
U-functional.
D efin itio n  3.3.1 For any $  £  (S ) m, define : e* :£ A4* to be the unique distri­
bution whose S-transform is given by S(: e* :)(£) — es<p® ,£  £  «Sc(R n).
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LEMMA 3.3.2 Let bt be the standard Brownian motion in R n defined on some 
probability space (S l,F ,V), and Ex be the expectation with respect to Px. Define 
for t G R +, x  G R n and £ G «Sc(R n)
F(t, *)({) =  E ,( f (b t) exp[jf‘ e«W *]). (3.3.3)
Then F (t,x )(£ ),£  G <Sc(R n), is a quasi-U-functional for all t  >  0 and x  G R ”.
P r o o f . Pick and fix any t > 0 and x  G R n. Denote F(£) — F (t ,x )(£ )  for 
simplicity. Notice that there exists p > 0 such that |<5*|_p <  1 for all x  G R n. Let 
C  be the upper bound of f ( x ) , x  G R n. Then for all z G C ,  and all f  G «Sc(R n),
|F (* f)| <  C Ex(exp[J* eWMWds])
< C E x(exp[J^ e,sl,?'p'5k*,_pds]) <  Cexp[Te,*"?'p].
Therefore for all R  > 0, and all f  G «Sc(R n), with |f |p <  1,
M { R ,t)  =  sup 1^(201 <  C ex p [re ft].
On the other hand, for any fixed f , 77 G «SC(R ”),
exp[ I* = Y l ~ l ( f t e * (6*)+l»(6*)ds)n,
Jo  ti! Jo
and the above series converges uniformly on any bounded subset of C. Moreover, 
each function 2 (/„' e ^ (6*l+TJ(6*)ds)n is entire on C for n >  0. Thus the function
f(b t) exp[jf e*5(6*)+l,^^ds], 2 G C,
is entire. Furthermore, we have
|/(6 t)exp[jf e '^ + '^ d s ] !  <  C exp[te^ lflp+,',,p]. (3.3.4)
Thus for £,77 G <SC(R"), the function 2 t-> F(zE, +  77), is entire on C. Therefore 
F(0>£ €  «Sc(R n), is a  quasi-U-functional and Lemma 3.3.2 is proved. □
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By Lemma 3.3.2 and the characterization theorem in M *,  there exists a  unique 
distribution in M *,  denoted by u(t,x),  such that
Su(t,x)(£)  =  F(t,x)(£)  =  Ex(f(bt) e*1?[JQ e*{b,)ds]). (3.3.5)
Since : ds 6 (5)*, we have by definition that : efo:e i‘ tds :g M '  is the
distribution whose S-transform is given by exp[/o e ^ ^ d s ] ,  Define
u(t,x)  =  Ex(f(bt) : efo:eKida:) (3.3.6)
to be the unique Myere-Yan distribution whose S-transform is given by (3.3.5).
L em m a  3.3.3 Let F(t,x)(£) be defined by (3.3.5). Then , for t €  R +, x  6  R"
a ml f  €  «SC(R"), the derivative ■(t,x)(£) exists, and the function 6
Se( R " ) ,  is a quasi-U-functional.
P r o o f . Set
, K K t )  =  exp[^(6Ul) +  --- +  ^(6UJt)],
f) = E  *)({).
fc=0 K-
Using Fubini Theorem to rewrite vk(t,x)(£) as the following:
«*(*i*)(0 =  Ex{f(bt) [  • • • [  g(bUi, '-  ’ ,bUk)(£)dux • • • duk)jQ */0
=  k\Ex(f(b t) f Q f Q k ” ' f Q 3 d(but, * • *, • • • <%)
=  JQ " ' J Q Ex{f{bt)9 {bUl, - - , b Uk){£))dui " ; d u k.
Let
p<(x) =  (2 nt)~% e x p [ -^ |- ]  
be the transform distribution of the Brownian motion bt. Let
F u =  o{ba : s < u }
5 9
be the <r-field generated by all ba, s < u .  Then for any x  €  R n
<  ~  M 2 -  -  ” *)>2>
■jE,am-.k) -n w r z -J L ; .
y / t  — Uk
where Ci is a  constant. On the other hand, by the Markov property of Brow­
nian motion, we have
! & ( / ( < 6. . )({))
0 f
=  ~dt ^ • /r* + i * ' * ' X k ) f ( ® k + l ) P u I (®1 “ ’ x ) Pu 2 - u i  (x 2 ~  X \ )  • "
• • • P u t { x k ~  Xk-\)pi-uk {Xk+l -  x k)dxi • • • dxk+i)
=  2 Ex^ \ t - u k ) 2 ~  7 ^ V k ^ ( bl^ bui’ "  ‘ ’buJ t t ) )
=  • A .X O I ^ .) )
= \ eMK, , • • •, KMOE^  ((|6^ ~ f f 2 -  ^ -)/(6 ,.„t))).
Thus the derivative ^ £ ,I (/(6 /)</(6U|, • • • ,6 „ J (0 )  exists. Moreover 
dvk
ft /•“*-!
=  JQ ” ' f Q E * ( f ( bt ) g ( K > ' "  , b Uk- i ) ( t ) e *{b,)) d u i " - d u h - i
+ 5 fci i  r -  r  * < / « « < * *  ■ • • • •6“* )« )(!f e F ! r ^ »
du\ •• • duk
= k E ,U {<>,)<.£ e W - U s f - ' J M )  +  |  jT* E M j “‘ e«‘-l<lS)l- ‘ expK (lv)))
'E i' ‘
Therefore
.............
< c * .  £  + fij*  £  i  r  M Z ^ m dut
A:! 2 ,4"^  fc! To y / t —ltkk=0 * fe=0
<  C  expflf |p +  te1^ ]  +  Ci y / te ^p ^  r;—*! < o 0 ‘ fc=0 /C1
Hence the series J2kLo converges uniformly on any compact subset
of R + for x  G R n and f  G <Sc(R n). Thus we can interchange the orders to get
Therefore for any fixed £,7/ G 5 ’C(R"), the function ^ { t , x ) { z ^  +  7;),5 G C, is 
entire on C. Furthermore, for all R  >  0,
3  sup |H ( ( , *)({)) < g ;  1 | ^ ((, X)K)|
| i |= / j , i e C  ot  ^,_q A.! ot
< C  exp[|f |p +  ie ^ r] +  C\ y / te ^p ““Ti—
*=0
< Cel+tc + Ci Vtel+te = (C + Ci y/t)e1+le,
for all f  €  «SC(R") with |£ |p <  1. Hence ^ -(£ , #)(£)>£ G «Sc(R n), is a  quasi-U- 
functional for t >  0 and x  G R ". Thus Lemma 3.3.3 is proved. □
By Lemma 3.3.3 and the characterization in M w, there exists a  unique distri­
bution in M ’ , denoted by jjiu(t,x), whose S-transform is given by
S ( J ^ ( t , * ) ) ( { )  =  § £ ( » .* ) ( « )
for all t  G R +, x  G R ", and f  G «SC(R").
T h eorem  3.3.4 The white noise partial differential equation (3.3.1) has a unique 
solution in M *  given by (3.3.6), whose S-transform is given by (3 .3 .5 ).
P r o o f . We shall follow the previous notation. For any £ G «SC(R "), we show 
that the series jfAVk(t,x)(£) converges uniformly on any compact subset of
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R + x R n. Let (p(t) =  /0l e t ^ d r ,  then the function (p'(t) =  is continuous since 
the Brownian motion bt has continuous paths. Therefore
lim U*+t e*(6r)rfr>* ~  V ° +t e((br)dr)k 
*->o s
_  lim i<p(s + t ) ~  (p(s))k -  ftp(s +  t))k
S“>0 s
— limfc(v?(s + 1)) <p'(s + 1)
=  k{ip{t))k- l {eSM -  (AM) -  k(<p{t))k~leW')
=  -k (tp (t))k~le^x\
P ut Ptf ( x )  =  Ex(f(bt)), then by (3.3.12) and Markov property, we have
A  „»(«,*)«)
=  lim S ,( M + .) ( J T H etlMdr)*) -  E XU M U S  < f ^ d r ) k)
s -fO  s
s-+0 s
, lim E ,( f (b l+, m S : H e fM d r ?  -  U S*  *<»dr)*))
s-K ) s
dvk ,
dt ■(«,*)({) -  k E x ( f ( b t ) ( J ‘ e W d r f - l ) e « * K
Let ym{t,x)(0  =  £*Lo&v*(*»*)(£)• Then,
*!*.(*,*)(0 = ^gr(*,®)(0 ~  E ^ x ( / ( M ( / / f(tr,*)")e?w
e ^ d r ) k)e^
=  ^ r (* .  * ) (0  “  Ex{f{bi) exp[jf e{(6^ dr)]e€(x) 
dF
Thus the series ££L0 ^AnA.(<,a:)(^) converges to §f(*,a')(f) -  F(t,x)(£)eSW  
uniformly on any compact subset of R + x R " ,  Hence we can interchange the 
orders to get
6 2
A F (t,x )(£ )  =  A ( £  —»;*(*, * )($ )
*=o *'•
00 1
=  Y  j^^«fc{*.*)(0 =  “  F{t,x)(Oe*{x).
This implies th a t A Su(t,:r)(£) =  J jS u (t,£ )(f) — S u ( t,x ) (£ )e ^  for all £ e  
«Sc(R"). Thus A S u ( t f x)(£) is a  quasi-U-functional, and there exists a  unique dis­
tribution in M *, denoted by A u(t, x), whose S-transform is given by A Su(t, x)(£). 
T hat is
S A u ( t ,x )  =  A  S u ( t fx)(^).
Summing up we get
A
— Su(t,x)(£) = A S u ( tyx)(£) + S u ( tyx){t)eS{x\
or
S ( — (*~)-)(^) = S (A u { t ,x )  + u ( t ,x )o : e°‘ :)(0*dt
Since S-transform is injective, we have
dt
T hat is,
x) _  u (t,x )e  : e®1 : .
®u A n—  =  A « +  : e * : ou. at
Furthermore, from (3.3.5), we have Su(0,:r)(£) =  E x(f(bQ)) =  f ( x )  for all x  e  R" 
and all f  6  tSc(R). Thus u(0,x) =  f ( x )  for all x  6 R n by the injectivity of 
S-transform, and so u(t,x)  is a solution of (3.3.1). The uniqueness followes from 
the uniqueness of the deterministic equation
dP
=  A F (t ,x ) (Q + < * U F (t ,x ) ( ( ) .
Hence the theorem is proved, p
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